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VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR. §§§§ ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND. DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH. §§§§ 1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
J  W. ROYER, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic Hall.
Y. WEBER, 91. D.,
Practising Physician,
EYANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
jg  A. KRUSEY, Jff. D.,
Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.
g  B. HORNING, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
D R. R. F. PLACE,
Dentist,
OOR. MAIN AND DeKALB STREETS
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75. Take Elevator.




209 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
In active practice 20 years. The only place 
where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty 
for the P a in l e s s  extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal­
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful 
Artificial Teeth inserted. - Charges Reasonable. 
English or German Language spoken.
DR. S. D. CORNISH,
DENTIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at 
honest prices.
r i  G. HOBSON,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
NORRISTOW N and O O L L E G E V IL IiE .
All legal business attended to promptly. First- 
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre­
sented. A t home, Collegeville, every evening.
JgDWARD E. LONG,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
and N o t a ry  P u b l ic . Settlement o f Estates a 
Specialty. Practices.in Bankruptcy Courts. 
O f f ic e  : Corner Swede A d  Airy Streets, 
opp .Court House. R e s id e n c e : North Corner 
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS­
TOWN, PA.
nE O . W. ZIMMERMAN,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
825 SWEDE STREET, rooms 0 and 7, Fornance 
Building, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At Residence, Collegeville, every evening.
Jj^AYNE R. LONGSTRETH,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build­
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
QEORGE N. CORSON,
Atf orney-at- Law,
NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF 
DeKALB, in front of Yeranda House and City 
Hall, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Can he consulted in German and English.
JOHN T. WAGNER,
A ttorney-at-Law ,
«5  SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
All legal business attended to with prompt­
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or 
German.
•Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge. 5jan.
J  tf. ZIMMERMAN,
Justice o f the P eace,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds, 
Deeds, &.C., executed and acknowledgements 
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi­
ness generally attended to. The clerking of 
sales a specialty.
JOHN S. HtJNSICKER,
Justice o f the P eace,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t­
tended to. Charges reasonable.
Jg W. WEIKEL,
Justice of the Peace,
TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent. 
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn. 
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate 
charges. 20jan.
F, f . Sctaen’s
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above 
railroad.
Finest grades of 




All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk-, 
lug of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable. 
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi­
dence : Evansburg, Pa. 18oc.
TjOBERT OEHLERT,
Carriage Builder.
New and Second-hand Wagons constantly on 
hand. Repainting and Repairing done in all its 
(branches. Rubber Tire put on.
ROYERSFORD. PA.
SUNDAY PAPERS.Different Philadelphia papers delivered 
*o those wishing to purchase in CollegeviUe and rappe every Sunday morning.





Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed, 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 9jan.
EDWARD DAVID,Painter and
Paper-H anger,




(Successor to J . F. Illick), COLLEGEVILLE, 
PA. Having worked in some of the leading 
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I 
feel confident that I  can please the most par­
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial 
and be convinced. 3au3m
g  P. SPARE,
Contractor and Builder,
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all 
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn­
ished. 5aply.
J  H. HAMER, M. D.,
H om eopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until 
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention 
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
I > P. BALDWIN,u
Real Estate Agent,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Hundreds of. oppor­
tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel­
lent business stands, private residences in the 
North, and first-class properties in the' Sunny 
South, upon reasonable terms No m atter what 
you may desire in the line of real estate, we 
have or will secure ju st what you want. Loans 
negotiated. 12jy.
“ The Prudent Man Setteth 
His House in Order/'
Your human tenement should be given 
even more careful attention than the 
house you live in. Set it in order by 
thoroughly renovating your whole system  
through blood made pure by taking 
Hood’s  Sarsaparilla. Then every organ 
w ill act promptly and regularly.
Never PisapDojZZ
UNDER THE STARS.
So high above, sad heart, the heavens bend,
These (utile l«ands touch not their lowliest star! 
Yet down from ..those yast unimpassioned skies 
¡May yearn, from where weHream &U sorrows end—- 
May yearo tonight some heart with saddened 
eyes,
Unto this world where we and sorrow &r&,
—Arthur Stringer in Ainslee's.
f  A SIREN OF I 
I THE STREAAV
<♦> The Strange Experience of a' 1
Í Young Diplomatist In Y
the Brocken. <£>
l  suppose most of the tourists of to­
day know the Harz mountains in­
timately and have Journeyed up to 
the top of the Brocken, Probably there 
is a branch railway to take passengers 
there from Harzburg. Probably the 
Ilsenfels has been utilized for a 
fashionable bathing establishment. 
However, when I went there many 
years ago, we did things in a primitive 
fashion, and drove all the way up from 
Harzburg, I was a young diplomatist 
at the time, attached to the embassy 
at Berlin. I was strong and full of 
spirits, well favored, and with more 
money at my command than I knew 
how to spend. I found myself one hot 
August morning at Berlin, working 
away in my shirt sleeves, when a note 
was brought to me from my chief, an­
nouncing that if I cared to take a 
week’s holiday I was at liberty to do 
so. Berlin was a wilderness, the 
Thiergarten was a waste, and life was 
unendurable except between 6 in the 
evening and 9 in the morning. 
Nothing loath, I ordered some traps to 
be put up, and wandered away to 
Brunswick. A week in August-is of 
very little use, except to potter about, 
in the German country. England was 
too far, and the time to remain there 
too short, so I spent two days In 
Brunswick, where-1 became fired with 
enthusiasm about Henry the Lion, his 
relics and his tomb, and in the duke’s 
palace I found upon a banner the 
ancient scroll:
My soul for God.
My life for the king.
My heart for women. *
Honor for myself.
Prom Brunswick I drifted, as a leaf 
in a stream, to Harzburg, where the 
Idea suddenly occurred to me that I 
would drive up the Brocken. I char­
tered a conveyance and started a t 10 
o’clock in the morning. The drive, l 
was told, would take me seven hours, 
The weather was perfect, the way was 
solitary. The bells on the horses’ har­
ness sounded faintly on the drowsy air. 
My driver rolled about on his box, en­
gaged at the time in profound sleep, 
a pipe in his mouth and a sweet pea 
behind his ear. Our way lay upward, 
of course, and by the roadside a de­
licious stream dashed and foamed over 
the rocky soil. Several times I follow­
ed my driver’s example, and slept. At 
last im patient,, I descended, bidding 
my kutscher bustle onward and wait 
for me a mile or two farther on. I 
heard the heavy carriage lumber away; 
It disappeared round a corner of the 
road, and I and the stream were alone,
I walked briskly on, my bands in my 
pockets, whistling. At the turn of the 
road I saw something that immediate­
ly arrested my attention. A rock, lar­
ger than the rest, stood in the center 
of the stream. The water parted away 
from it in two lines of foam. Seated 
upon it, her face turned in profile to­
ward me, was a young woman. Her 
head was bare, and her hands were 
bare, and her naked feet were swing­
ing in the water, carelessly flicking 
the foam from side to side. I t was a 
strange apparition to come upon sud­
denly in the wilds of the Harz moun­
tains. I approached diffidently. There 
is a sort of freemasonry among travel­
ers. This strange creature nodded at
me when sue discovered my presence.
“You can’t  think how nice it is,” she 
said, looking me in the face, as if she 
had known me all her life.
Instantly her manner set me a t my 
ease.
“How did you get there?” I asked in 
the same tone.
“I took off my stockings on the bank, 
and waded across,” she answered.
I stood looking at her, a meager strip 
of running water between us.
“Take off yours and come, too,” she 
cried; “there is room for two on this 
rock.”
The utter ludicrousness of my posi­
tion never struck me at the time; then 
I felt irresistibly prompted to do as I 
was told, and in two moments was 
sitting by her . side. The full midday 
sun fell on her face, but she did not 
seem to mind. I looked at her, and 
wondered at her extremely. In appear­
ance she was very youthful. I should 
have guessed her between 20 and 22. 
Her face was pale—of a clear pallor; 
her lips were chiseled, and of the rich­
est carmine color; her eyes were .cat’s 
eyes, fringed with long, dark lashes— 
eyes like nothing human, bewildering, 
absorbing, compelling. I caught my­
self wondering if they shone in the 
dark. Her hair peeled finely off her 
low, sensitive brow. It was arranged 
in delicious disorder, of which one 
could not make out the beginning nor 
the end. Added to all this, her gown 
was of fine texture and delicate taste— 
the gown of a woman who was fond of 
good dressing.
And this woman was sitting bare­
headed, barefooted, alone, on a rock in 
the midst of the Harz mountains!




“Are you alone?’’ I asked.
“Yes,” she answered, quite tran­
quilly. “There Is my carriage, and 
there”—as n man approached us from 
the road—“there is my—courier.”
The.« was an inflection, the very 
slightest, of hesitation as she spoke. 
The man. who came forward, was 
short, dark, 111 favored, more'like an 
Italian boatman of a disreputable class 
than anything else. In his coarse ears 
- hung silver earrings, and on his dark, 
greasy hand was a silver ring. He 
approached his mistress with a 
familiar air that seemed to me most 
offensive and .spoke to her in Spanish. 
She answered in the same language, 
not imperatively, as I had expected, 
but in a tone that seemed to imply 
confidence, friendliness. After shrug­
ging his shoulders at her answer, he 
lounged away, and sat down some­
where in the shadow of the road.
“Do you mean to say you travel alone 
with this courier?” I said. “Where are 
you going and where have you come 
from?”
She raised her indolent arms over 
her head and stretched her lithe body 
as a leopard does in the sun. She open­
ed her strange eyes to their fullest ex­
tent and stared. Whatever she found 
in my face seemed to satisfy her, for 
a moment later she spoke;
■ “Yes, I travel alone with my courier.
I have come from Spain, and I am 
going somewhere, I don’t  quite know 
where. What does It matter? I would 
like never to know where I am going, 
nor what the country is, nor the day, 
nor the month, nor the year. I wish I 
had never learned these things. What 
is the use of classing tomorrows and 
yesterdays? Isn’t  it enough that every 
day is today?”
As she said this a look of fatigue 
came, over her face, her lashes fell and 
covered and hid away her peculiar 
eyes, her bosom heaved feverishly, and 
her breath came and went hurriedly. 
Whatever she was, the woman had 
feelings, and very sensitive ones.
An hour went by. I questioned her, 
and learned some curious details of 
her life. Her name was Sylvia, her 
husband’s name Whitworth. He was 
a merchant, but be failed and deserted 
her. "I don’t think I minded much,” 
she said, with her wonderful smile. 
“He was never true to me. Perhaps 
he is dead.”
Had I been- in my sane senses, as I 
now am, 12 years later, I should have 
laughed in my sleeve. As It was, I 
was not in my sane senses, and I fell 
in love with her. She was traveling, 
she didn’t  care where. For the night, 
at least, she was to stay a t the same 
hotel as myself, at the Brocken. From 
me she gathered my slight history, my 
nationality, my appointment a t Ber­
lin, my family, my age.
“I suppose”’ she said frankly, “that 
some people might wonder at my going 
about so independently, but I don’t 
care a button What people think. I 
suppose if I had any Inclinations to­
ward wickedness I should be a very 
wicked person, but you see I have no 
Inclination. I don’t  look at it from 
the moral point of view, because I 
don’t  believe in morality. I have no 
creeds, but I don’t think it would 
amuse me the least to be wicked.” 
Presently we waded ashore. She 
dried her feet, or rather I dried them 
for her, on a dainty lace handkerchief. 
They were very lovely feet. At the 
contact of her warm, white flesh my 
fingers trembled. She saw they trem­
bled, and, gently pushing me away, she 
finished the task herself, and then 
looked up at me with a smile. She 
invited me to enter her carriage with 
her, and I did so. As we got in, the 
courier muttered something ratfier sav­
agely, and my charming friend bent 
her head down and conversed with 
him eagerly In a tone which sounded 
conciliatory. A little farther on we 
met my carriage. We stopped, and 
with a pretty air of command Mrs. 
Whitworth signified her intention of 
changing carriages. We got in, and I 
arranged my rugs about her feet, my 
cushions a t " her back. She shut her 
eyes and went to sleep, while I sat 
watching her. As I watched her, a 
madness seemed to come over me. I 
have never in my life experienced any­
thing like it before or since; it was like 
magnetism. Perhaps it was due to the 
sultry heat, the utter stillness, the slow 
progress of the carriage through the 
most beautiful scenes, or, more likely 
still, the back thrown head, the sensi­
tive and fine profile, the parted crim­
son lips, the regular breathing, the un­
defined languor of pose, and the pecul­
iar perfume that hung about my com­
panion, that fired my ardent spirit. A t' 
last I softly took possession of the 
hand nearest me. It was warm and 
pulsating; the very touch of it seemed 
to bring into life all the feelings that lay 
dormant in me. I bent forward cau­
tiously; in another moment I should 
have kissed her parted crimson lips,
wnen suddenly, swiftly, the strange 
eyes opened, wide and full, as if she 
had not been sleeping at all.
“Ah,” she said softly, “what were 
you going to do?”
I, flushing scarlet, was murmuring 
some excuses, when she interrupted 
me:
“Nevermind. I am not angry. But 
you were very bold.”
I was going to answer, when, in quite 
a different mood, she inquired the use 
of a strong black box that lay on the 
seat opposite us. I replied that it was 
my dispatch box, containing my 
papers, my passport, my valuables in 
the way of jewelry, and all the money 
and promissory notes I possessed at 
the moment. Bnt before I had nearly, 
got through my list my friend’s in­
terest had faded, and she was leaning 
over the carriage looking at the stream 
—the Ilsenfels, I heard her name it.
By this time we had arrived at the 
door of the apology for a hotel, which 
was then the only hostelry on the 
Brocken. I offered to assist Mrs. 
Whitworth, but she turned away with 
her courier, and I occupied- myself in 
having my things stowed away in the. 
room I had engaged over night. It 
was a tiny apartment, with walls no 
thicker than paper. In fact the whole 
place was like a rambling and ill built 
hut. The interior of this cabin was hot 
and stuffy, so, after inquiring the hour 
for table d’hote, I lit my cigar and 
strolled outside. At some distance on
the level hill top, where fhë hôtel was 
placed, I could see my new friend and 
her courier walking up and down, en­
gaged in an animated discussion. I 
turned off short, not wishing them to 
know I saw them. Infatuated as I 
was with this stranger, I could not 
help feeling her position was a peculiar 
one. Perhaps the romance and the 
mystery only served to enhance the 
charm.
At" table d’hote I saw no signs of my 
friend; afterward I went out to look at 
the sunset. The place was crowded 
with tourists—English, German, Swiss 
—all uninteresting to my eyes, so I 
avoided them. I went round toward 
the back, and some one pointed out to 
me the curiosities of the place—where 
the witches assemble on Walpurgis- 
nacht, the Devil’s Well, the Devil’s 
Pulpit. Rough stones of volcanic 
strata, thrown up years before, strewed 
the bare and rugged mountain top. In 
one place they were heaped about in 
great masses; among them was a hol­
low called Schneefels, where, in the 
winter, the snow is said to be 35 feet 
deep. Among these barbaric rocks I 
found Sylvia Whitworth. I asked her 
how she had dined.
“I dined here,” she said, as if her 
pocky seat had been her boudoir table. 
“There were so many people in the 
hotel, all ugly and all old, and I can’t 
eat when I see ugly sights. My courier 
brought me my dinner.”
The sun was setting in pomp and 
splendor. From our high point of view 
we could see all the shimmer and color, 
and all the varying tints of a glowing 
August sunset. I pointed it out to my 
friend; she did not turn her bead.
“I don’t  care for views,” she said 
gently, “I have seen so many, and I 
am tired of them.”
I looked In her face. Her eyes had 
caught some strange luster from the 
beautiful cloudland of color about us; 
there was a vague disquiet visible in 
her manner, a fluttering In her voice. 
I t  seemed to me that she was under 
the mastery of some profound Impres­
sion.
The warm night crept onward. We 
were alone, quite alone, under the 
throbbing summer sky, with the clouds 
and the heavens around us.
Instinctively, when I spoke, I spoke 
in a whisper. “How near we are to 
heaven,” I murmured, “in this high 
place! How far better than heaven 
It Is to be with you, like this.”
A soft, warm breeze passed over our 
faces, and blew a straggling curl of 
her -loosened hair across my lips; her 
soft, clinging draperies lay close beside 
me; her presence seemed to grow more 
and more compelling.
She smiled a slow, languorous smile 
—a smile that intoxicated and led me 
on. She laid her hand upon my arm.
“Heaven,” she said, In a low, rapt 
whisper; “heaven is whatever we like 
to make for ourselves on earth; when 
we die we go out—so” (and she pouted 
her two perfect lips, and blew a 
sudden, short breath). “When I think,” 
she continued, “that life, and life only, 
is ours, I sometimes wish to do more 
with my days—crime or good; or 
wickedness or virtue, it would not 
matter to me, if I could but enjoÿ" it, 
whatever it was.”
“But,” I whispered awestruck, 
“crime is found out, and then comes 
punishment.”
“There are some crimes,” she said, 
“which leave no trace. What trace 
does a ship leave in the sea five min­
utes after she has passed over it?”
Just then her surly courier approach­
ed. They talked excitedly for a few 
moments, and then she turned to me: 
“This is pleasant! I hear there is no 
room for me. The last room was given 
to you. Not a corner left anywhere; 
and I am to sleep a la belle etoile (like 
a beautiful star).”
Of course this was impossible. Will­
ingly I gave up my room, and the 
courier lounged away.
For a few moments we sat silent, 
when suddenly upon us there sank a 
darkness as swift and as obscuring as 
a curtain. It was one of the strange 
atmospheric changes of the Brocken. 
In a breathless space it seemed as if 
the bright night had turned to a roll­
ing, black mist. I groped for Sylvia’s 
hand. I took it—she was not a bit 
frightened—into my clasp, warm and 
yielding. I drew her up from her low, 
rocky seat, and, placing her hand on 
my arm, I tried to remember my way 
back to the hotel. I could not see one 
yard in front of us. A thundering 
promise of great heat throbbed 
through the darkened air. I could hear 
my companion’s hurried breathing.
“I wonder if we are all going to be 
killed?” she said quietly.
Just then she stumbled over a stone.
I threw out my hands to save her and 
she fell forward, literally into my arms.
For one moment of madness I held 
her close in a wild embrace, kissed her 
perfumed hair and her eyes and her 
soft, wet lips rapturously. The next 
moment she was lying passive In my 
arms and sobbing like a child, while 
I endeavored, with every excuse and 
with every prayer I could think of, to 
reassure her. We found our way at 
last to the door, and I led her, still 
shuddering, up to my room and, im­
ploring her to forgive me. I said good
night and staid outside while 1 heard 
her close the door and lock it. I then 
repaired to the drawing room, where 
an impromptu couch had been prepared 
for me.
* # * * « * ♦
The next morning, when all the tour­
ists turned out to see the sunrise, I 
rould discover her nowhere. I inquired 
i t  the host, and learned that Mrs. 
Whitworth had departed before. sun­
rise, with her carriage and her courier. 
I went to my empty room and dis­
covered that she had taken my ’dis­
patch box, containing all my valuables. 
I made no inquiries and told no one of 
my loss, for she had infatuated me. 
Was the Spaniard her husband? I do 
no know.
Many years have passed. I never 
saw her .3gain.—Argonaut
OUR HUNGRY GLOBE.
MOTHER EARTH’S METHOD OF FILL­
ING HER RAPACIOUS MAW.
Great Chunks of the World That
May Be Swallowed Up at Any Mo­
ment as Others Have Been Before
In Our Planet’s Pitiless Traps.
When one reads or bears of some 
sudden and violent alteration in the 
crust of this planet of ours one In­
stinctively puts it down to something 
In the way of a volcanic outburst. In 
most cases it is so. But not always. 
Mother Earth has many fashions of 
building up what she likes and getting 
rid of what she is tired of.
One hardly wonders that Indian 
tribes who frequented the shores of the 
Columbia river used to worship as tbe 
“All Devouring .One” a great cliff near 
the Cascades, which for many years 
past has been steadily advancing upon 
the river, with the evident intention 
of blotting out jts bed and forming a 
huge lake above. This will inevitably 
happen. Tbe mountain, which is 2,000 
feet high and eight miles long, has 
been proved to be moving forward and 
downward at a rate of one to three 
feet a year. The railway track, which 
runs along its base has to be constantly 
altered. Tbe reason of this ponderous 
landslide is that the mountain rests on 
a layer of soft sandstone, which is 
steadily giving way.
The village of Sainte Foy de Taren- 
taise, in eastern France, seems doomed 
to be ingulfed. The base of tbe hill 
on which it stands is being eaten away 
by the rapid waters of the Isere. The 
houses, some of them, show cracks 
rivaling those of our Cheshire North- 
wich. Some day there will be a “short, 
sharp shock,” and Tarentaise will no 
longer exist.
Islands go and come so constantly 
that none but tbe admiralty keeps count 
of them. Submarine volcanoes are re­
sponsible for most of these disappear­
ances, but others are harder to account 
for. Metis island, for InstanceT in the* 
south Pacific, bore no sign of volcanic 
action about it. I t was charted in 
1880. its highest point being 150 feet. 
In 1890 it had gone—vanished utterly 
without leaving a trace. On the site of 
another small guano island off tbe 
coast of southern California recent 
soundings showed 50 fathoms of water. 
Tangier island In Chesapeake bay was 
fortified by the English fleet in the war 
of 1812. It has sunk steadily, till now 
those fortifications are under water.
The shifting sands of the great des­
ert are as hungry as the pitiless sea 
itself. Many of the smaller oases in 
the Sahara have disappeared from 
sight in an hour or two, buried deep 
by the deadly simoom.
Some 400 miles southeast of the old 
city of Kashgar, far out in the yellow 
desolation of the desert of Gobi, the 
great Swedish explorer Sven Hedin 
saw something projecting from the 
smooth side of one of the long dunes. 
It was the wooden roof of a house. 
Further investigation showed that it 
was but one of thousands. A teeming 
city of highly civilized Aryans had 
long existed on this spot until the 
earth had tired of It and wiped it out.
Until Dec. 18, 1811, the- eastern part 
of Craighead county, Ark., was one 
of the most beautiful and fertile 
stretches of prairie imaginable, inter­
spersed with tracts of lovely wood­
land. Pretty rivers ran between high 
clay banks, and the country was rapid­
ly settling. On the morning of Dec. 
19, in place of rivers and rolling prairie, 
a great lake-rippled in the sunlight. In 
the night the whole region, 120 miles 
long and 60 wide, had sunk 20 to 40 
feet. Today the weird lakes of the 
Arkansas sunk lands offer the most 
beautiful scenery and some of the 
best sport in all the southern states.
Nothing is too big or too small to es­
cape the maw of our hungry globe. 
Quicksands are the traps she spreads 
for ^smaller fry. Probably the worst 
and most dangerous in the world are 
the “shotts” of the Sahara. These 
are perhaps tbe dregs of some prehis­
toric sea. Now they are covered over 
with a thick crust of salt and sand. 
Whole caravans have walked uncon­
sciously into these deathtraps and 
been quickly swallowed up. Reclus, 
the great French authority, declares 
you can sound these quicksands to a 
depth of 300 feet without finding bot­
tom.—London Mat’ll *
The Lily of the Valley Poisonous.
That delightfully fragrant and grace­
ful flower, the lily of the valley, is de­
nounced by the German papers as 
under its simple beauty veiling a dead­
ly poison. It is stated that both the 
stalks and the flowers of this lovely 
plant contain prussic acid. It is ex­
tremely dangerous to put the stalks 
into one’s mouth, as, if the sap hap­
pens to get into even the tiniest crack 
in the lips, it produces swelling, often 
accompanied with severe pain. It is 
also advisable not to throw the dead 
flowers where birds can get a t them, 
for they often cause the death of 
young fowls and pigeons.
Mexican Theater Etiquette.
In a Mexican theater women always 
go bareheaded and the men wear their 
hats all the time the curtain is closed. 
During the performance they remove 
them.
Frequently men rise in their seats 
and sweep the tiers of boxes with 
large glasses. It is considered some­
thing of an honor to have the glasses 
of a swell below leveled at your box.
Smoking Is permitted in all theaters. 
—City of Mexico Correspondence.
Sacrilegious! Suggestion.
Draw poker is becoming a very popu­
lar game In Boston. Of course beaus 
are used for chips.—Denver Evening 
Post. i
COUNTERFEITERS’ PAY.
Ten Time« More Could Be Made by 
The in In Honest Business.
“Nobody has ever been able to ex­
plain the mysterious fascination of 
counterfeiting,” said an old federal 
official at the custom house. “There Is, 
without a doubt, something about the 
work, aside from its possible profits, 
that draws men Into It and keeps them 
there at the sacrifice of almost every­
thing that would appear to make life 
worth living. ‘Once a counterfeiter al­
ways a counterfeiter* is an axiom in 
the secret service, and it is borne out 
by facts.
“Yet counterfeiting would seem, on 
the surface, to be one of the least a t­
tractive branches of crime. It involves 
an immense amount of hard work, ac­
companied, as a rule, by exposure and 
privation, and there is not one single 
case on record in which a maker or 
‘shover’ of the ‘queer’ retired in peace 
with anything like a competence. In­
deed, there are very few known in­
stances in which a counterfeiter ever 
made as much as $5,000 out of the 
operation. They are almost invariably 
caught or driven to cover before they 
succeed in floating enough oL their 
wares to pay them ordinary day wages 
for the time they have put in.
The engraving of a bogus treasury 
note is a long and tedious operation. 
Even in the government bureau at 
W ashington/ where every modern 
labor saving appliance is at hand and 
the work is distributed among a dozen 
skillful operators—one doing the vi­
gnette, another the lettering, another 
the scrolls, and so on—it takes several 
months to finish a plate. One man, 
doing the whole thing and working 
under cover in continual dread of dis­
covery, would easily b^/>ccupied two 
.or three years a t the same task. And 
you must bear in mind that an engrav­
er competent to turn out a dangerous 
replica could easily be earning from $8 
to $12 a day at honest employment. 
In other words, he puts all the way 
from $7,500 to $10,000 worth of work 
into the undertaking, and when the 
plate is at last ready for the press he 
has no assurance whatever that a 
dozen of the bills will ever actually 
be passed. The -chances are about two 
to one that the job will land him in 
prison.
“But in spite of all this,” continued the 
officer, “some of the best engravers in 
the country have turned out counter­
feiters and persisted in it to the bitter 
end. It is very strange. The same rule 
applies to all grades of bogus money 
making. None of it ever pays as a 
business proposition. Some time ago 
an Italian was arrested here in New 
Orleans for manufacturing spurious 
quarters. He turned out a very clever­
ly made white metal coin, but had 
.fihovjecl J e s s . than. $19. worth when be 
was caught and given a term behind 
the bars. The fake «quarters were 
first cast in a '  mold and afterward 
touched up or ‘sharpened,’ as it is 
called technically, by band. The ‘reed­
ing* around the edge was also hand 
Work and very tedious. I calculated 
that he could finish not over eight coins 
a day, working hard for a t least ten 
hours. Just think of it! Only $2 a 
day for highly skilled labor, and even 
then he didn’t  reap' that amount as 
net profit.’ The coins had to be passed, 
the object, being of course, to secure 
good money in change. That necessi­
tated making some little purchase w ith'  
every piece, so at best not more than 
20 cents was actually realized on the 
transaction. In short, the Italian was 
obliged to put in one day counterfeit­
ing and the best part of another ‘shov­
ing,’ all for a beggarly $1.60, and mean­
while he was constantly jeopardizing 
his liberty. He was a man of consid­
erable artistic ability and ought to 
have been able to have earned $3 or $4 
a day as a pattern maker or designer.
“Almost every one of the famous 
bank note counterfeiters has had op­
portunities to quit crooked work with 
full assurance of no future molesta­
tion on the part of the authorities. You 
see, the government is generally only 1 
too willing to make terms with such 
dangerous fellows. But it Is no use. 
Not one of them has ever ‘staid 
straight’ six months after alleged 
reformation. They can’t resist the 
fatal fascination.”—New Orleans Times- 
Democrat.
How Kipling Crushed a Bore.
I met a traveler who came from the 
Cape aboard the steamer on which 
Rudyard Kipling made tbe passage, 
and he had some good stories to tell 
of the author. Kipling was pestered 
by a flock of passengers who wished 
to gush over him and hero worship 
him.
Kipling, you know. Is not built that 
way and puts up impatiently with 
gush and hysteria. One forenoon Kip­
ling was walking the deck hand Id 
hand with his little daughter, when one 
of the gushers, seeing an opportunity 
to flatter the father and so make 
friends with the author, threw himseli 
in the way of the couple.
“Oh, Mr. Kipling,” he gushed, “is 
that your child?”
Kipling grunted a noncommittal 
“Yes” and tried to pass. But the fel­
low was not done with him. Still 
standing in the way, he exclaimed:
“What a delightfully beautiful and 
healthy child she is!”
Kipling gazed a stony gaze at the 
man, and saying, with great emphasis 
an the personal pronoun, “I’m reason­
ably satisfied with her make,” he 
ehouldefed past the bore and tramped 
on.—Saturday Evening Post.
Dlckeni’ <<Nerves,w
Charles Dickens had what the old 
woman scornfully said she “thanked 
God she hadn’t—nerves.” They help­
ed to make him the people’s novelist. 
Says his daughter:
“After the morning’s close work be 
was sometimes quite preoccupied when 
he came in to luncheon. Often when 
we were only our home party at Cad’s 
Hill he would come in, take something 
to eat In a mechanical way and return 
to his study to finish the work be bad 
left, scarcely having spoken a word.
“Our talking a t these times did not 
seem to disturb him, although any sud­
den sound, as the dropping of a spoon 
or the clinking of a glass, would send a 
spasm of pain across his face.”
In 1865" he was so shaken up by a 
railroad accident that always after­
ward he suffered an intense dread 
whenever he found himself In any kind 
of conveyance.
“On one occasion,” says his daughter, 
“when we were on our way from 
London to our little country station,
tiignam, wnere tne carriage was to 
meet us, my father suddenly clutched 
the arms of the railway carriage seat, 
while his face grew ashy pale and 
great drops of perspiration stood upon 
his forehead, and, although he tried 
hard to master the dread, It was so 
strong that he had to leave the train 
a t the next station.
“The accident had left its Impression 
upon the memory, and it was destined 
never to be effaced. The hours spent 
upon railroads were thereafter hours 
of pain to him. I realized this often 
when traveling with him, and no 
amount of assurance could dispel the 
feeling.”
A Haunted. Apple Tree.
“It Is probable that to the town 
of Douglass, Mass., alone belongs 
the reputation of having a  haunted 
apple tree,” writes Samuel S. King- 
don, in The Ladles’ Home Journal. 
“The tradition of the town Is that a 
foul murder was committed in the 
orchard many years ago, and that since 
then It has been haunted by the spirit 
of the victim. As the story goes, a ped­
dler, whose custom It was to sell goods 
from house to bouse from a pack, lay 
down to rest at midday under a tree 
in the orchard, and before the day was 
ended he was found with a cruel gash 
in the neck from which his lifeblood 
had ebbed away.
“Suspicion rested on the owner of tbe 
orchard, and he was said to have been 
constantly followed by the spirit of the 
victim. In an attempt to escape from 
its dreadful presence he moved away. 
Then the apparition became a terror to 
all who had occasion to pass over the 
road at night. So potent was its in­
fluence—standing, as it had a habit of 
doing, under the apple tree, with one 
hand at its throat and the other ex­
tended as though seeking aid, and 
uttering shrill cries that could be heard 
half a mile away—that the location of 
the highway was changed and it is 
now a long distance from the orchard.
“The old trees still bear fruit, and 
the apples from the one beneath which 
the peddler was killed are said to be 
streaked with red, resembling blood, 
the streaks extending from skin to 
core.”
No Reason For Describing? It.
“Say, hustle down to the stockyards 
right away,” said the city editor to the 
new reporter. “There’s a fire down 
there. It.may turn into something big; 
but even if it doesn’t  we want a  good 
little story on it, anyhow.”
The new reporter shot out of the 
door, with perspiration starting at- 
every pore. The fire didn’t  turn out to 
be a  great conflagration, so no more 
reporters were sent down to tbe yards 
to take care of it. • Tbe city editor de­
pended upon his new man for tbe story. 
But for some unaccountable reason the 
reporter failed to return to the office 
and the paper had to go to press with­
out the account of the fire.
The next day about noou the new 
man strolled leisurely into the office 
entirely unprepared for the thunder­
storm that broke over bis bead as soon 
as the city editor caught sight of him.
“Say, what the dickens is tbe matter 
with you, anyhow?” said tbe editor. 
“Why didn’t you write up that fire that 
I told you to?”
“Why,” gasped tbe youth, “there 
wasn’t any use to write it up; every­
body was there and saw It.”—Chicago 
Chronicle.
Fish In Captivity.
Fish new In captivity in aquariums 
are more likely to be attacked by fun­
gus than the old ones, which have be­
come in a way acclimated or accus­
tomed to tbe water In the tanks. This 
may be of different characteristics than 
that which they inhabited In nature. 
If salt, for instance, it may be less 
salty, and It is Impossible to provide 
water of the exact temperature of that 
inhabited by the fish. The water in the 
tank is kept a t a temperature approxi­
mating that of the fish’s native waters, 
but in nature the fish could come to 
warmer water near the surface and 
cooler water In the depths, conditions 
that it is impossible to reproduce in 
small tanks. In many cases it Is 
practically impossible to supply the fish 
with just the food to which they have 
been accustomed.
But the hardier ones get used to the 
water and used to the food and pull 
through all right and come to be chij)- 
per and hearty and to enjoy life as 
much as fish in captivity can enjoy It. 
They become so tame that they take 
food from the hand.—New York Sun.
Two True Stories.
The Piscatorial Prevaricators’ asso­
ciation was In session.
“I was fishing for cod off the Banks 
one day some years ago,” said one, 
“when I dropped my watch overboard. 
The next year I went fishing a t the 
same place. I caught a whopping big 
fellow and found my watch inside of 
him. It was running steadily, the ac­
tion of the fish’s liver having kept It 
wound up. But it was five hours fast. 
The only way that I can account for It 
is that the fish crossed the Atlantic, 
staid on the other side long enough 
to get the time over there, and that I 
caught him too soon after he got back 
to allow the watch to regulate Itself.”
“I was fishing for trout in Pennsyl­
vania last fall,” said another member, 
“in company with my nephew, who Is 
an inveterate cigarette smoker. We 
landed a ten pounder and allowed him 
to founder around in the bottom of the 
boat while we cast again, because they 
were biting freely. My nephew had 
just thrown a lighted cigarette in the 
boat, and in some way this trout got 
it, put it in his gills and smoked it. 
The cigarette seemed to have a sooth­
ing effect on him. I brought the trout 
home, taught him to smoke a pipe, and 
when we killed him Christmas I served 
up to my guests something that I be­
lieve has never been served up before 
—self smoked trout. I t  was great too.” 
—New York Journal.
Went a, Little Too Far.
A commercial traveling man landed 
at Edinburgh, Scotland, one Saturday 
night, too late to get outof town for Sun­
day. The next day he found that there 
was actually jio  form of amusement in 
the whole city to assist him in whiling 
away the day. He went to the pro­
prietor of the hotel to see if he could 
suggest a  way of passing the remain­
der of the day.
The landlord took pity on the stran­
ger and took him to one of the rooms 
In the house In which a number of 
Scotchmen were playing a game called 
“nap,” which Is a sort of modification 
of “seven up.” They were playing for 
a  shilling a point, so that the game was 
a  pretty stiff one. The stranger got In
tne game and played very cautiously, 
for he was quite sure that the players, 
or at least some of them, were cheat­
ing. One solemn faced Scot, he was 
especially sure, he caught cheating a 
number of times. He began whisling 
a part of some vagrant tune. The. Scot 
who bad been cheating arose from the 
table and threw down the cards.
“What Is the matter?” the other play­
ers asked.
“I’m gangln awa’,” the Scot answer­
ed, glaring at the stranger. “I’ll play 
cards wi’ no mon that whustles on the 
Sabbath.”
Making Caricatures.
The way in which some artists can 
distort features without making them 
unrecognizable is certainly very re­
markable. Thomas Nast possessed 
this faculty to an extraordinary degree 
and he bad a very peculiar way of 
adding new faces to his mental pho­
tograph gallery. When a fresh sub­
ject would arise in politics, for in­
stance, he would invent some pretext 
to call upon him at his office or bouse 
and hold him in conversation as long 
as possible, studying his features.
When he took his departure he would 
purposely leave his cane. Once outside 
Nast would make a hasty pencil sketch 
on a card and would usually find that 
his memory was deficient as to some 
detail. He would then return, ostensi­
bly for the cane/and another look at 
the victim would enable him to per­
fect his sketch. After that he had the 
man forever.
When Joe Keppler was alive he used 
to make frequent trips to Washington 
for the purpose of seeing statesmen 
whom he wanted to draw. He was 
very clever a t catching likenesses and 
scarcely ever referred to a photograph.
Complied With the Law.
“A certain well known Mobile law­
yer, who was lame and had something 
of a reputation as a fighter,” said a 
southern gentleman, “was at one time 
attorney in a suit that caused much ill 
feeling. He won the suit for his client, 
and the loser vowed vengeance. ‘In 
pursuance of that same,’ in the lan­
guage of Truthful James, he one day 
went into the lawyer’s office and sub­
jected him to a tirade of abuse that 
would have caused a  salt water cap­
tain to die from pure envy, such was 
his talent in vituperation.
“The lawyer answered him nothing, 
to the surprise of two or three men 
who were present, but, getting out of 
his chair, began to hobble backward. 
His enemy, thinking he was retreating, 
followed him up, with more abuse and 
threatening gestures.
“The lawyer’s foot finally struck! 
against the wall, when he suddenly^ 
straightened up and saying, ‘Gentle-« 
men, I call on you to witness that, on 
account of this wall, I have retreated! 
as far as possible’ (the general law of 
homicide), drew out a  derringer, and 
shot his opponent.
“At the trial he was acquitted, his 
witnesses being the men present a t the 
time of the killing, who testified to the 
lawyer’s having retreated as far as 
possible.”—New York Tribune.
A Cold light In Canada.
The sky at night is a deep dgrk blue, 
and the stars are like dropping balls of 
fire, so close they seem to be almost 
within reach. The northern lights look 
as if a titanic paint brush had been 
dipped In phosphorescent flame and 
drawn in great, bold strokes across 
the heavens.
As you pass the electric lamps you 
see very fine particles of snow caught 
up by the wind and glittering high in 
the air like diamonds. But it is a cold 
night, and you are not sorry to get into 
your room. First of all, you take a 
blanket or so from the bed, for there 
are people in Canada who sleep all the 
year round with only a sheet over 
them, to such a pitch of perfection 
have they brought the heating of their 
rooms.
After you have tucked yourself In 
the stillness of the night is broken oc­
casionally by a report like a cannon. 
Have you ever been inside a bathing 
machine when a mischievous boy 
threw a stone at it? And, if so, do you 
remember how you jumped? When the 
walls of a wooden house crack in the 
bitter cold, the effect is similar, only 
magnified. But you know what it 
means here, so you only draw the 
clothes closer round you, thankful that 
you are snug and warm. And so good 
night.—Blackwood’s.
Always Face the Bngine.
In his prime the late Mr. John Cook, 
the great tourist agent, was a man of 
Iron frame. But when years of rail­
way traveling, which averaged annual­
ly some 40,000 miles, produced certain 
alarming symptoms, he made a dis­
covery that may be worth giving'to 
the public. He found that the threat­
ened trouble, something spinal, dis­
appeared when he no longer sat' with 
his back to the engine. He always 
thereafter faced It, and that the prin­
ciple is sound will be borne out by 
others whom he advised to do the 
same. All who are called upon to do 
much railway traveling will be wise to 
sit “facing the horses.”
Reason For Hate.
Mr. Yerirash Talker (who did not 
catch the name of his partner)—You 
see that man behind me. Well, if 
there’s one man in this world that I 
hate, he’s the one.
His Partner (in surprise) — Why, 
that’s my husband!
Mr. Verlrash Talker (quickly)—Yes, 
of course—that’s why I hate him, lucky 
dog!—London Fun.
No Encouragement.
Mrs. Short—Oh, dear, I do wish we 
were rich! Just think of the good we 
could do If we only had lots-of money I
Mr. Short—True, my dear, but we 
can do a great deal of good in a quiet 
way now.
Mrs. Short—Yes, of course, but no 
one will ever hear of it.—Chicago News.
The Butter She Wanted,
New Wife—I wish to get some but­
ter, please.
Dealer—Roll butter, ma’am?
New Wife—No; we wish to eat it on 
biscuits.—Chicago Nows.
Putting on Alra.
Mrs. Jackson—Dat hifalutin Mrs. 
Washtub am puttin on lots of airs late­
ly; tryln to act jes’ like white folks!
Mrs. Johnson—U’m! Wot am her 
latest fad?
Mrs. Jackson—Why, de most redlkll- 
ous fing yo’ evah heerd ob! She ami 
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A s t r i k e , extensive in character, is threatened among 
the miners in the anthracite coal regions. It is to be earn­
estly hoped that matters will be so adjusted as to avert such 
a calamity.
After all has been said, contended for and prophesied, 
will the anti-Quayites put up a full county ticket? The ques­
tion soon to be answered will be sure to either weaken or 
strengthen their cause.
Vermont went Republican Tuesday by the normal ma­
jority of about 27,000. As a Presidential finger-board, indi­
cating the result of the general election in November, both 
Republicans and Democrats may be able to extract some com­
fort from the vote recently cast in the. Green Mountain State.
Mr. Bryan, Democratic candidate for President, and 
Mr. Roosevelt, Republican candidate for Vice President, ad­
dressed a vast assemblage of people, from the same platform, 
in Chicago, on Monday. Both addresses contained many 
excellent thoughts upon the labor question.
President McKinley, has acted wisely in making the 
request that Benjamin Harrison and Grover Cleveland should 
become members of the International Board of Arbitration 
provided for in The Hague treaty. Both are statesmen and 
both command the admiration and respect of the people of 
the United States.
Mr. Solly, the Republican Chairman, looked in upon 
the Democratic Convention, for a moment or two, Tuesday ; 
and he couldn’t help but wonder where all the Democrats 
came from. Reckoning that he must use one barrel against 
two this year of grace in politics, Mr. Solly has a hefty con­
tract on hand : and Friday must soon quit his fishin’.
At the meeting of the British Capitalist Association, in 
London the other day, the secretary reported the possession 
of $40,000,000 of Confederate bonds and $25,000,000 of the 
bonds of the States of Louisiana, Virginia and Mississippi 
issued during the rebellion. On the part of some of the 
holders there was expressed a hope, “based upon the well- 
known honesty of the American people,” that the bonds 
would be paid. Well, well! as a bit of refulgent optimism 
this takes the whole wheat crop of 1900!
A DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
It was a Democratic County Convention that made the 
Temple of Justice at Norristown vibrate, Tuesday. It was 
Democratic from centre to circumference, with not an echo of 
16 to 1 music. And yet it was a Democratic Convention with 
two slates, one diametrically opposed to the other, excepting 
the names of two candidates for the Legislature—Messrs. 
Hersh and Larzelere. An unusual feature. Usually it is one 
slate against the field, but here was an instance where two 
slates took in everything in sight. Chairman Shaner was 
fighting for continued supremacy, and his antagonists lead 
by Messrs.-Kane and Fox were laboring to disenthrone him. 
They succeeded in good part and will be likely to finish the 
job in due season. Of course, much will depend upon the 
outcome of that libel suit. * * * Just before proceeding 
to ballot for candidates, Prof. Samuel Brunner, the doughty 
champion of the 16 to 1 theory of finance, of North Wales, 
threw a bombshell into the camp of the faithful by presenting 
a motion that the present Assemblymen—Messrs. Hersh, 
Larzelere, and Rosenberry—be renominated by acclamation, 
supplementing the motion with vigorous observations. 
Messrs. Kane and Fox picked up their battle axes with a 
firm grip, and for some time a mixture of noise and oratory 
pervaded the assemblage. Finally, a motion to table the 
previous motion was adopted by a vote of 124 to 70. And 
then a long, wearisome ballot was taken, resulting in the for­
mation of the following ticket: Assembly—John W. Delaney 
of Bridgeport; Dr. J. G. Hersh, of East Greenville;/John 
Larzqlere, of Willow Grove; W. H. Rosenberry, of Lansdale; 
Thomas V. Smith, of Norristown. Prothonotary: Dr. Titus 
Albright, of Hatfield. Director of the Poor: Alfred s. Ew­
ing, of Lower Merion. Jury Commissioner: John U. Hen­
dricks, of Perkiomen. Conferees chosen: Hugh W. Barrett, 
Dr. J. E. Blank, John Cannon, H. B. Dickinson, W. L. Diehl, 
C. G. Hawkins, George Hermann, Wm. H. Kern, H. Y. Keck, 
S. N. Leidy, John S. Morey. * * Mr. Rosenberry,
of Lansdale, was renominated by the narrow majority of two 
votes—100 for Rosenberry to 98 for Frankum, of Pottstown. 
The delegates from the upper end metropolis were at logger- 
heads over their two home candidates, and both Frankum and 
Myerle, got it where the axe usually hits the chicken. Of 
course, that speech of Professor Brunner’s helped his neigh­
bor, Mn Rosenberry, and there is no reason we know of why 
it should not have done so. * * Dr. S. B. Horning
received 41 votes. Taking into account that his name was 
not upon either slate, he made a splendid run, and his friends 
are gratified. * * The ticket, as a whole, is one of
average strength. The legislative portion of it, like the 
same part of the Republican ticket, is weak because the agri­
culturists of the county have been entirely ignored. Why 
will party managers commit such inexcusable blunders ?
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
W a s h in g t o n , D.C., Aug. 31,1900.— 
Germany has got the other powers 
guessing as to what it intends do­
ing in China. It is diplomatically 
delaying the reaching of an agree­
ment by the other powers and is be­
ing followed by Italy and Austria; 
England is also acting queerly. 
Several meetings of the Cabinet 
have been held this week to con­
sider communications from the allied 
governments on the question of 
what shall be done with China, but 
the solution is not yet in sight. It 
is feared that thè Emperor of Ger­
many intends to make the murder of 
the German minister, in Pekin, a 
reason for declaring war against 
China, and that his present tactics 
are only for the purpose of gaining 
time, so that Count Waldersee, who
: is to have command, and the heavy 
German reinforcements now on the 
way may get to China before his 
real purpose is disclosed. This 
government is opposed to war, be­
lieving that a satisfactory settle­
ment can be reached without it, and 
if it can get the support of a suffi­
cient number of powers will be able 
to prevent it. At least, that is the 
belief of the President and his ad­
visers, and that is what they are 
working on.
There has been almost no late 
news received from Pekin this week, 
owing, it is thought, to the cutting 
of the military telegraph line be­
tween Tien Tsin and Pekin by small 
parties of Boxers. This has not 
caused any alarm to be felt in 
official circles, although it has 
caused much aggravation. Military 
men believe that the allied forces in 
and near Pekin are strong enough
to more than hold their own against 
any force which the Chinese can 
possibly send against them.
If the Russian government is not 
as full of deception as the average 
Chinese diplomat, the- press and 
people of this country have had the 
wrong idea of Russian intentions in 
China. Following is an official 
statement of Russia’s position, made 
public through the Russian em­
bassy: “Russia occupies a very 
similar position now as at the begin­
ning of the Chinese incident. Not­
withstanding the fact that the for­
eign dispatches assert that Russia 
entertains selfish ideas of national 
aggrandizement at the expense of 
China, it may be authoritatively 
stated that Russia is opposed to the 
partition or dismemberment of the 
Chinese Empire. Russia seeks 
peace in China. She has been very 
careful that her course should be 
.shaped to achieve this desire. 
China will not be partitioned by 
Russia individually or because of 
councils emanating from her states­
men. The American people can be 
assured that this is the exact atti­
tude of Russia. ’ ’
Mr. George T. Hendrickson, of 
San Francisco, is an expansionist 
with a big E. Speaking on the sub­
ject, in a Washington hotel, he said: 
“The Philippines do not begin to be 
as far from Washington to-day as 
California was fifty years ago. The 
time will come when an American 
citizen would no more think of giv­
ing up the Philippines than he 
would think of surrendering Cali­
fornia to Mexico. Conservative 
minds are always opposed to pro­
gress, and it was not to be expected 
that the acquisition of the Philip­
pines could be accomplished with­
out a struggle. Even those now 
most radically opposed to it, I pre­
dict, will within less than a score of 
years come to acknowledge the wis­
dom of the expansion we have al­
ready accomplished. ’ ’
The President has asked ex-Presi- 
dents Harrison and Cleveland to 
serve as two of the four American 
representatives on the International 
Board of Arbitration provided for 
by the treaty adopted by the Peace 
Convention at the Hague. This is a 
hint to the European nations which 
signed that treaty that this govern­
ment expects it to be carried out in 
good faith.
Hon. T. C. Crenshaw, State Rail­
road Commissioner of Georgia, in a 
telegram notifying the War Depart­
ment of the death of his son, Capt. 
Frank Crenshaw, from a wound re­
ceived in the Philippines, said: “We 
pray for the sake of all who have 
fallen there in defense of their 
country’s honor that the flag under 
which they sacrificed their lives 
may ljever be pulled down.”
Most of the visible activity in 
political circles can be traced to the 
“Hoppers,” Who are furnishing 
some striking object lessons on the 
difference in the point of view in 
sizing up the same object. For in­
stance, Mr. George C. Gorham, an 
ex-republican, iis the editor of the 
Democratic Campaign Text-Book, 
which lauds Mr. Bryan to the skies 
because of what' it claims to be his 
constitutional attitude toward the 
Philippines, while Senator Stewart, 
of Nevada, who was one of Mr: Bry­
an’s most ardent supporters four 
years ago, openly charges Mr. 
Bryan with being a traitor to his 
country, because of his attitude to­
ward the Philippines. There is 
' plenty of humor in a Presidential 
campaign, but it can only be seen 
by those who have the faculty of 
laying aside whatever partisan 
prejudice they have—few are with­
out some—when desirous of enjoy­
ing the “funny” things that are 
said and done under the spur of 
partisanship.
Gen. Chaffee, who is now only a 
colonel in the regular army, al­
though he holds the commission of 
a major general of volunteers, will 
be made a brigadier general in the 
regular army as a reward for his 
work in China, to succeed Gen. Joe 
Wheeler, who will be retired under 
the age limit next week.
T H E  W OMAN’S  PA G E IN T H E  
A V ER A G E N EW S P A P ER .
BY IDA HÜSTED HARPER IN THE NEW 
YORK SUN.
Most of the large papers have a 
woman’s page, but possibly not in 
one instance is the Woman who 
edits it at liberty to exercise her 
own judgment. One individual on 
a certain New York daily is called 
every fèw weeks into the presence 
of the great managing editor, who 
says: “You are putting too much 
woman suffrage and too many strong 
minded women on your page.” 
“You tell me to keep a record of 
everything that women are doing, ” 
she answers, “and it is these who 
are doing the progressive work of 
the world.” “Well, keep woman 
suffrage off that page,1-’ is the reply. 
Another woman, one of the best 
writers of the country, was given 
the position of Sunday editor on a 
big daily, not long ago, with this 
admonition: “Now, we know your 
tricks. Remember, if one line of 
woman suffrage goes in, you go 
out.” "
The writer of this article: was 
once requested to prepare a series 
of twelve articles on thé most prom­
inent women lawyers, doctors, min­
isters, lecturers, organizers, etc., 
“ with not a flavor of woman suf­
frage in the series !” As a matter 
of course every one of those who 
were necessarily selected was an 
ardent advocate of the enfranchise­
ment of women, and it was due to 
this long agitation that they held 
such positions. To prepare those 
sketches without reference to this 
fact was to stultify the writer^ and 
offend the subjects and all who be-
lieved with them on this question. 
Nevertheless, from a business point 
of view, it was impossible to refuse.
At another time, when about to 
accept an important editorial posi­
tion the managing editor made the 
significant remark: “Please remem­
ber that this paper does not believe 
in woman suffrage.” During two 
years of editorial writing of course 
this subject was not mentioned, and 
toward the close of this .period a 
letter was received from a woman’s 
organization, which said: “When 
you became one of the editors of the
------- , we were filled with delight,
for we felt that now its readers 
would hear something of our cause, 
but your absolute silence has been 
a bitter disappointment. Possibly’ 
you may think to. curry the favor of 
men by this action, but you have 
lost your friends among women.” .
At present a masculine editor-in- 
chief decides absolutely what wo­
men desire to read. He employs 
other women to put this “stuff” in 
shape, because he thinks they can 
do it better than men, but he trusts 
their judgment only to a certain ex­
tent in selecting it. Until women 
themselves acquire positions of con­
trol on newspapers, or until men 
can be persuaded to take a different 
view of woman’s taste in this mat­
ter, we shall continue to have only 
the very lightest reading on the 
Woman’s Page. There is, however, 
no department which has shown so 
marked an evolution during the last 
ten years.
A great deal of excellent matter 
of special interest is gradually find­
ing permanent place. The time will 
doubtless come when its woman 
editor will not wholly hate it, and 
herself, because she is held respon­
sible for it. At present the Sun is 
the only metropolitan daily paper in 
the world which has a regular de­
partment devoted to the enfran­
chisement of women. This asser­
tion is made in the hope of calling 




Persons have been Known to 
¿ain a pound a day by taking 
an ounce of SCOTT’S EMUL­
SION. It is strange, but it often 
happens.
'Somehow the ounce produces 
the pound; it seems to start the 
digestive machinery going prop­
erly, so that the patient is able 
to digest and absorb his ordinary 
food, which he could not do be­
fore, and that is the way the gain 
is made.
A certain amount of flesh is 
necessary for health; if you have 
not got it you can get it by 
taking
ccoirs Fnasion
You w ill find it just as useful in summer 
as in winter, and if you are thriving upon 
It don’t stop because the weather is warm.
50c. and $x.oo, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
The Academy of 
Ursinus College
Offers, in addition to a strong curriculum 
and a Faculty of college-trained teachers, 
the mental stimulus of a college community. 
It is situated in a beautiful and healthful 
town near Philadelphia, and is easily accessi­
ble. Thorough preparation for any college. 
Comfortable and sanitary dormitories, fur­
nished, and heated by steam. Physical in­
structor, gymnasium and athletic field. Ex­
penses, $300.
Year begins September 18, 1900.
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^ B A R R E T T ’S STO R E
Embroideries in all widths 
and prices. You should see 
the edgings and insertings, 
from 5c. up. They can’t be 
beat.
Underwear for Summer with 
long or short sleeves, and no 
sleeves at all, from 10c. up, 
for ladies and children. Also 
Gauze Underwear for Men 
and Boys, long or short 
sleeves, for 25 and 50c.
Infants’ Caps,
Muslin Underwear, 




New Shirt Waists, from 
50 cents up to $2.00.
Some of last year’s Shirt 
Waists at just half price. 
Among them are some of the 
ROYAL SHIRT WAISTS. 





Lot of NEW  GOODS to se­
lect from at





The second annual assembly of 
the young people of the Brethren 
Churches of the Schuylkill Valley 
was held on the lawn and orchard 
of John-Harley,'at Port Providence, 
Saturday. There was a good at­
tendance notwithstanding the Gar­
wood Sunday school celebration was 
the attraction. Mr. Joseph Fitz- 
water made the address of welcome. 
It was long in the afternoon before 
the program was rendered and 
pressed for time, we were forced to 
retire before Rev. Hetrick of Cov­
entry, Chester county, finished his 
address. He said the church at 
Coventry, Chester county, was or­
ganized in 1724, one hundred and 
seventy-six years ago. The church 
has had in that time twenty-one 
pastors. The quartet had not ar­
rived at the time I left. The vener­
able Father Meyers, father of two 
sons who are ministers of the gos­
pel, J. T. and T. T. Meyers, he him­
self a minister, was present at the 
Assembly.
The cure-all corn doctor is tour­
ing this part of ths country. He 
has but one dog, and it is neither 
Democrat or Republican.- Must be 
an Insurgent.
Pusillanimouse Persimmons says: 
Last fall it was a real live bear to 
frighten and keep a fellow from 
gathering chestnuts and shell barks, 
and now it is a real live 'gator to 
keep a fellow away from fishing in 
the Perkiomen just when its time to 
fish for sunnies. He says he hopes 
that Allay what got loose at Col- 
legeville won’t ga-tor down here for 
he’s afraid of ’gators. Better keep 
your water spaniels from going into 
the Perkiomen. ’Gators like dogs.
16au. COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
(Ö-SAVE YOUR COWS
SAVE YOUR COWS from losing their 
calves and from barrenness by using the old 
and reliable cow medicine—
K o w  Kure,
FOR COWS ONLY,
Thousands of Penna. farmers find it a 
grand success. It cures scours in cows and 
calves, removes bunches in the bag and 
changes a losing cow into a paying one.
FOR SALE BY
W. P. FENTON,
— DEALER IN —
DRY GOODS
Grroceries,
Hardware. Oils, P a ts , Glass. &c
3BIG STORED
N e w : China
Here’s a mags of handsome China, 
representing everything that is new 
and novel In the line. The shapes 
are all very stylish, and the decor­
ations particularly stylish. We have 
a complete line of Cake Plates, 
Salad Bowls, Tea Potg, Sugar and 
Cream Sets, Bon-Bon Dishes, etc.
These are but a few of the many 
very nice assortments which you 
may see at
H. E. Elston,
HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, 
TOYS, ETC.,






Our Straw Hats must go*—none to be carried over. We need the room for 
other goods Seven dozen to be closed out at cost and half price. Don’t fail to 










I SACÏÏMC© SALE 0T CLOTHING
*6
um
Our BLUE SERGE and CRASH SUITS for MEN and BOYS arc going 
fast at cost.
Men’s $13.00 Serge, $8.50. Men’s $8.50 Serge, $6.50.
Boys’ $5.00 Serge, $3.00. Men’s $3.00 Crash Suits, $1.35.
Children’s $4.50 Crash Suits, $1.15. Children’s $1 Crash Suits, 65c. 




NO PROFIT ON THESE : Men’s Summer Coats, 30c. to $3 75. Men’s 
75c. Bike Pants, 37c.
SILK FRONT SHIRTS : Lot of 50c. Silk and Lace Fronts, 37c. Lot of $1 
Silk and Lace Fronts, 75c.
Every week brings something new. A full line of up-to-date Men’s Wear 





. P. WILLIAMS, V
Leading Men’s Furnisher,






^ MAKE A NOTE OF IT-—
This store prides itself on its ability to lower prices. Of course we 
eaunot help the conditions that cause the market prices to rise, but we can 
control an Influence among manufacturers and importers that leads to 
prices here as far below the market value as It Is possible to get. Our 
method of buying in generous quantities for cash never fails in shattering 
the big prices that are universal among merchants.
• Fortune Smiles on Us Sometimes.
We Secured for our trade another lot of black and blue dotted pique 
dress skirts. Parties who have been waiting for these can get them now 
while they last at same price as formerly.
Just bought a manufacturer’s stock of Madras Shirt Waists same as 
sold earlier at $1.50 and $3.00. Our price now 50 and 75 cents. Mostly all 
size« now in stock, style and coloring as the earlier buyer paid over the $ 
mark for.
Why bother about making White Duck Skirts when you can buy 
them here for 49 cents ?
Also Crash Skirts for 35 cents.
Don’t  Forget our 
25-Cent Shirt "Waists worth $1
I. H. BRENDLEN GEE’S E s t a t e
80 and 83 Main St.
213 and 215 DéKalb St. NORRISTOWN. PA..
GEO. F. CLAMER,
— DEALER IN —
HARDWARE
“ T H E  S T O R E
------IS -------
B rim ful
The colored population of Perki­
omen accompanied the excursion to 
Atlantic City on Sunday.
Rev. J. T. Meyers preached at the 
evening services at Green Tree, 
Sunday.
We have received at different 
times, in'fact every week, papers, 
etc., from a friend over in England. 
Among the number of papers was 
Black and White, and the last was 
the Sunday Chronicle, published at 
Manchester. When we opened the 
paper a bit o£ poetry met our gaze, 
vyhich could be adapted to our home 
land, and if i t . meets your approba­
tion you can print:
Many the troubles we have to bear,
Sorry our lot and 111 we fare,
For everywhere is a casus belli,
And a brand new book by Marie Corelli!
We fought with the Boers and the Asban- 
ties
And now we’re engaged with the bad 
Chinese;
We’re battered and limp like a broken
- lelly,
And yet there’s a book from Marie Corelli.
Trade declines and the ’lections come,
The holiday changes make us glum;
All our troubles come on us pell-melly, 
Here’s a brand new book from Marie 
Corelli.
We are quite anxious to know 
who our friend is, for we appreciate 
his kind favors and we thank him 
for he is a true, good friend. So 
regularly do these papers, etc., 
come that we look for them. What 
makes it more interesting, they 
come direct to Brower’s avenue.
Frank Brower went to Green 
Lane on Saturday.
Frank H. Jarrett returned from 
Philadelphia on Saturday.
Several carloads of Red Men from 
Norristown made a descent on 
Green Lane on Saturday.
Mrs. John Brower, of Quincy ville, 
presented her husband with twins. 
Two baby girls. It was more than 
he expected, no doubt, but it is all 
right anyway.
The Democrats of this district 
held their primary election at Black 
Rock on Saturday evening.
Friend Barlow, on the Garden 
Spot Farm, has a nice patch of 
buckwheat. Won’t be long until 
buckwheat cakes will be in season.
School Directoi- Higginbotham’ has 
had the school rooms at Green Tree 
fixed up in good shape, looking like 
a parlor, as a friend said.
In company with our youngest 
daughter, we called on Mr. I. Z. 
Reiner of the Bird’s View Farm, 
Wednesday last. A better name for 
the place could not have been se­
lected, for you can see a very great 
distance. After * being most hospit­
ably received and delightfully en­
tertained we returned to our home, 
not, however, without a basket of 
nice pears and delicious grapes for 
those at home.
Richard Taylor moved to Phila­
delphia, Monday.
AGENT FOR Demorest Sewing Machines, 
$19.50 ; Western Washing Machines, $3.00 
ond $3.50 ; Atlas Ready Mixed Paints* John 





Bargain fo r A u g u s t .
Ladies’ Solid 14 Karat 
Gold Case, either Elgin 
or Waltham Move­
ments,
$ 1 6 . 0 0
J. D. Sallade,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.
16 E ast Main. St.,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Clearing Sale of 
SUMMER SHOES I
Men’s Russett Calf, were $3.00 now $1.60 
“ “ “ Oxfords, $3.00 and $3.50
now $3.00.
“ Fine Black Hand-sewed, were $3.00 
now $3.50.
Women’s Russett Shoes were $3.00 now $1.75 
“ Pat. leather Southern Butt., were 
$1.75 now $1.35.
“ Dongola Oxford were $1 35 now $1.
“ “ Juliett “ 1.35 now $1.
“ “ “ “ $150 now $1.35.
Women’s Hand-turn Sole were $3.00 now 3.50 
A large line of Women’s Shoes, button 
and lace, at $1 35, $1.50, $3.00, to fit every­
body.
H . L. NYCE,
6 K S ail Street, Norristown, Fa.
---- AT------
Paints, Oils, Glass, and Building Hard­
ware. A No. 1 Paint at 80c. per gallon.
Wall Paper, latest patterns, large assort­
ment, prices right.
Oar Grocery Department Is com­
plete with good, clean, fresh stock. Will 
meet all competition, quality considered. Do 
not be misled by an inferior lot of goods that 
SOUND CHEAP. We prefer not to handle 
such goods, believing we can best serve the 
public by giving them good, clean, fresh 






A Lot of Women’s Tan and
Black Viel Kid Oxford Ties, 
With the Latest Style Caban Mili­
tary Heel and English 
Back Stay—
$2.00 Values for $1.50
Also a few Odd Sizes for $1.25.
A. W . LOUX, : : : Proprietor,
--------A N D --------
HOUSE FURNISHING
Mann’s Green Bone Cutters. Enterprise 
Shell Grinders.
Oil anil Gasoline Vapor Stores
For Cooking, of the best makes.
Paints, Oils, Varnish, Glass, Putty, Brushes, 
etc., etc.




(Next door to Register Office,)
No. 5 f . Main St.. -  Norristown, Pa.,
Are ready at all times to give their patrons 
first class service. Just such meals as you 
want; all the delicacies of the season, and 
the best of everything the market affords. 
Oysters served in every style.
A home-like place for country people and 
townspeople to be served with meals or 
lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West 
Main Street, next door to Register Office, 
and a few steps from Swede Street.
B lacksm ith  ingAnd Wheelwright work done to order 
by gQod workmen. Also Carriage Painting 
in first-class style.




Main Street, Near Depot,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
H .
B. LONG A SON, 
— IN THEIR —
Just Received a New Lines of 
Lawns, Percales, Dimities, 
Organdies, Ginghams, and Wash 
Materials for Spring and Sam* 
mer Wear. Embroideries, 
Laces, Allovers, Ribbons,
Muslins—The 5-4 Tubing for Pillows, is 
just the thing. 5-4 and 10-4 Brown and 
Bleached for Sheeting.
Table Linens and Toweliugs, a 
good Toweling, 4c. per yard.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Summer Un­
derwear, from 5c. to 50c.
Latest In Men’s Neckwear, Col­
lars, Shirts and Hosiery.
See our line of MEN’S RUSSET 
SHOES at $1.50 and $3.00 ; good Values.
New stock of LADIES’ TAN and BLACK 
SHOES, lace and button.
Freed’s Hand-made for every day wear, 
for Men and Boys.
Men’s Pantaloons, from 75c. to $3.50 per 
pair.
All Widths of Poultry Netting, 1 ,1% and 
9 inch mesh.
::: GOODS :::
Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,
Plumbing, Steam and Gas 
Fitting a Specialty.
Agent for the Following Well- 
Known Makes of Bicycles:
Cleveland, Light and Leroy Bicycles, from 
$22.00 np.
Get a Coaster Brake and Pedal only 35 
miles out of every 50.
I am now prepared to put them on at short 
notice ; will fit any wheel. Gas Lamps of 
the best makes. Oil Lamps from 50c. np. 
Hartford Tires from $4.50 up. Bells, 85c. 
Cyclometers, 50c. Inner Tubes, 85c. And 
other sundries too numerous to mention. In 
fact everything to make wheeling a pleasure.
Also General Repairing of 
Wheels and Machinery.
Agent for American Field Fencing, Peer­
ing Harvesting Machinery, Cyphers Incuba 
tors and Brooders, etc.
Poultry Netting, all sizes. Poultry Sup­
plies, Clover Meal, Chick Manna, etc.
---- OF----
B argains—
Genuine Bargains—because the goods are 
the satisfactory, honest kind, and because 
t|je prices are now cut to cost and in many 
cases to less than cost. Special lots of mer­
chandise added to the sale every day ;' so 
come often.
New lot of those extra Wrappers, new cut- 
and full cut—nothing skimped—made of the- 
best fabrics. $1.50 and $1.35 wrappers, 98; 
cents ! A few at 75 and 68 cents.
Another reduction in Shirt Waists. Those- 
tliat were reduced to 75 cents have sunk In. 
price to 50 cents. We have some 80-centers= 
at 35 cents.
We are closing out Turkish Towels— 
bleached and unbleached, at 10 and 13%. 
cents each.
Fresh arrival of lawns for under prices 
selling.
: MORGAN WRIGHT
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
Main St., Opposite Rubile Square, 
NORRISTOWN. PA.
P A I N T .
Atlas Ready Mixed 
is the best.
ÜP“ Ask us for price and color card-
Gem Ice Cream Freezers,.
$1.60, $1.75, $3.35, $3.00, &c., &c.
Improved Buckeye Lam Mowers,,
$3.00, $3.35, $3.50, $4.00.
Building Hardware and House*« 
furnishing Goods.
I . H. Benjamin & Co.
207 Bridge Street,
l’hoenixville. Pa.
FOR RENT.A desirably located house with nine 
rooms, In excellent repair, near Perkiomen 
Bridge. For further particulars apply to 
8marSt, A. K. HUNSICKER.
» T H E  IN D EPEN D EN T*
TERMS — $1.00 I’Ell YEAR 
s: IN ADVANCE. ::
Thursday, Sept. 6 , 1900
CHURCH SERVICES.
St. James’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Rev. A. J. 
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn­
ing at 10.30, evening a t 7.45. Sunday Sclibol a t 
2.15 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal 
Church Parish. Kev. B. J . Douglass, Rector. 
Services : Every Sunday afternoon a t St. Faul’s- 
Church, Oaks Station, a t 3.30 o’clock ; also Sun­
day School a t 2.30 o’clock in the annex adjoin­
ing. Sunday mornings during June, July, 
August and September, services a t Unión 
Church near Audubon Village a t 10.30 o’clock. 
Seats are free and a  very cordial welcome is ex­
tended to all.
Dower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev. 
C. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30 
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. O. E., 7 
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach­
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every 
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible 
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday 
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every 
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school, 
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues­
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Sunday School a t 8.45 
a. m. Preaching every Sunday a t 10 a. m. and 
7.45 p m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting, 
Sunday, at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet­
ing, Sunday, a t 6.45 p. m. Congregational 
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p. m. All 
are cordially invited to attend the services.
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe. Next 
Stm-day, a. m ., Harvest Home Services. Regu- 
Jarservices in the evening a t 7.45.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe. Preach­
ing next Sunday a t 2.30 p. m. Sunday School a t 
1.30 p. m .
Trinity Church. Wednesday evening, prayer 
service a t 7.30 o’clock. Sunday : Sunday School 
at 9, and preaching a t 10 a. m.; the Junior C. E. 
prayer service a t 2 p. m., and the Y. P. S. C. E. 
prayer service, Miss Sara C. Hendricks, leader, 
at 7 o’clock.
Preaching in the Skippackville Church, Sun­




—If hot politics could influence 
the weather,
—There would be no frost until 
after the first week in November.
—Correspondence from Oaks on 
.the editorial page.
—The season for the public sales 
of real estate and other property is 
well inaugurated in this issue of the 
I ndependent.
—Sales advertised in the I nde­
pendent are sure to be read by 
thousands of people.
—Do not be in too big a hurry in 
the matter of filling that silo of 
yours. It only pays to rush work 
ahead at the right time.
—The knowledge as to when and 
how to do a thing is not always 
easy to obtain.
—Labor day was observed in 
various sections throughout the 
country, Monday.
—Electricity is to be used to con­
vey passangers to the top of the 
Washington monument, Washing­
ton, D. C.
—The shipyards of Great Britain, 
all working together, could turn 
out a big steamship every day in 
the year.
—A new photographic machine 
takes five different views of a per­
son at one sitting. It is done by 
means of mirrors.
—A lamp wick with an incom­
bustible, tip has been patented in 
England, the main portion of the 
wick being similar to those now in 
use.
—A curious criminal law exists 
in Greece. A man who is there 
sentenced to death awaits two years 
before the execution ol the sentence.
—A regular meeting of the Trappe 
Temperance Society will be held 
this (Thursday) evening at 7.30. 
All are cordially invited.
—Thanks to Mrs. F. J. Clamer 
for a basket of choice pears and 
apples.
—The lads and lassies have tackled 
their slates and books. May they 
be able to do a whole lot of good 
work during the present sch'ool 
year.
—W. K. Cassel, of near Yerkes, 
intends to offer his large and fertile 
farm at public sale next month.
—David Wells, claimed to have 
been the oldest resident of Chester 
county, died in North Coventry, 
last week, aged 97 years and 8 
months.
—R. P. Baldwin recently captured 
Miss Robison’s lost alligator near 
Perkiomen Bridge. Not every 
fisherman can catch an alligator.
—Wilson Underkoffler, one of the 
machinists in the employ of the 
Roberts Machine Company, is off 
duty on account of illness.
—Don’t forget Trolley Day, next 
Saturday, and give the faithful 
motormen and conductors a lift by 
taking a ride, either on business or 
pleasure for their benefit. They 
will appreciate your favors.
—A training school for nurses 
has been started at the Phoenixville 
Hospital, with Miss Constance V. 
Curtis in charge.
—A big ice dam, to be supplied 
with artesian well water, will be 
built by the Bramcote Ice Company, 
near Pottstown.
Charged with Theft.
Walter Geissinger, a young man 
of: Royersford, was Saturday eve­
ning arrested at the home of his 
lady friend, in Atlantic City, by 
Officer Jonas Bickhart ou a warrant 
sworn out by Joseph Thomas, 
charging him with the theft of a $35 
camera and supplies. The young 
man claims the camera was given 
to him by four young men, whose 
names he refuses to divulge. Young 
Geissinger settled the case by the 
payment of $70.
The Bravery of Women.
Was grandly shown by Mrs. John Dowling 
of Butler, fa., in a three years’ struggle 
with a malignant stomach trouble that 
caused distressing attacks of nausea and in­
digestion. All remedies failed to relieve her 
until she tried Electric Bitters. After tak­
ingit two months, she Wrote : “ I am now 
wholly cured and can eat anything. It is 
truly a grand tonic tor the whole system ss 
I gained in weight and feel much stronger 
since using it.” It aids digestion, cures 
dyspepsia, improves appetite, gives new life. 
Only 50c. Guaranteed, at Culbert’a Drug 
.Store.
Alumni Pionic.
The members of the Lower Provi­
dence Alumni Association will pic­
nic at Perkiomen Bridge on Satur­
day afternoon and evening, Septem­
ber 8. All members are requested 
to be present.
Y. W. C . T. U.
There will be a meeting of the Y. 
W. C. T. II. of Yerkes, at the resi­
dence of Mr. D. S. Raudenbush, o% 
Saturday evening, September 8. A 
cordial invitation is extended to the 
public.
Religious Meeting.
A religious meeting will be held 
in the Providence Friends’ Meeting 
house on the afternoon of the 16tn 
of September at 3 o’clock. Isaac 
H. Hilborn, a minister of theSociety 
is expected to attend.
Red Men at Greenlane.
There was a large gathering of 
Red Men at Greenlane, Saturday, 
the occasion being the first anni­
versary of Tohickon Tribe No. 386 
of that borough. Hon. I. P. Wanger 
was the leading speaker of the day.
Philadelphia Markets.
Timothy hay, $15; rye straw, $10 
to $13; flour, $2.65 to $3.90; corn, 
46 c.; oats, 25 c.; beef cattle, 4 | to 
5£; sheep and lambs, l i  to 6£; west­
ern bogs, 71 to 8; dressed steers 
8}@9ic.; dressed cows, 6@7£c.
Prepared to Care for Live Stock.
Auctioneer L. H. Ingram has had 
an addition built to his barn; also a 
large pig pen. He is now prepared 
to accommodate dealers in livestock, 
and contemplates the holding of 
public sales at his stock yard.
Dynamo in Place.
The work of placing a dynamo 
and electric lighting fixtures in F. 
J. Clamer’s mill, this borough, has 
been completed by G. F. Clamer. 
The planted was recently tested 
and found to beentirelysatisfactory.
The Youngest Mother 
in the State.
Mrs. Alondie R. Shellenberger of 
Pottstown is the youngest mother 
in the .State, She was married 
about one year ago and is now only 
13. years of age.
Matrimony.
At the Lutheran parsonage, 
Trappe, Pa., on Saturday, Septem­
ber 1, Mr. George Reigner, of 
Yerkes, was united in the bonds of 
matrimony to Miss Mary Bauer, of 
Philadelphia, by the Rev. W. O. 
Fegely.
Hearing Continued.
The hearing of Darlington Davis, 
of Evansburg, charged with tam­
pering with a brake on a College- 
ville trolley ear, which was to have 
taken place on Monday afternoon, 
before Magistrate Harry, Norris­
town, was postponed until to-day.
Money for the Public Schools.
The report of State Treasurer 
Barnett shows a balance of $6,527,- 
108.43 in the general fund and $2,- 
252,455.09 in the sinking fund. 
Colonel Barnett expects to begin 
this week to pay off the school dis­
tricts their share of the appropri­
ation, which .fell due last June.
A Narrow Escape.
Mrs. Elmer Huusicker of Norris­
town fell into a well twenty feet 
deep Saturday morning. Water 
stood eight feet deep in it, and the 
woman was rescued in an uncon­
scious condition. Her shrieks as 
she fell brought aid. She was badly 
cut and bruised, but will recover.
Norristown Markets.
Saturday’s quotations: Peaches 
65 c. baslcet; egg plants, 3 c.; toma­
toes, 50 c. basket; corn 12 c. doz.; 
celery 5c. stalk; grapes 15c. basket; 
apples 10 c. i  pk.; litna beans, 15 c- 
qt.; watermelons, 25 c.;, chickens 16 
and 18 c.; eggs, 22 c. doz. butter, 
32 c. pound.
Surprise Party.
There was a surprise party on 
Fifth avenue Tuesday evening, and 
Miss Sue Moser, in whose behalf 
the affair was gotten up ,, was corn; 
pletely surprised. The young folks 
present numbered about twenty- 
two, and every one was bent upon 
having a happy social time and had 
it. Refreshments were served on 
the lawn.
Senator’s  House Robbed.
A gang of thieves who have been 
organized for some time at Glenside, 
have extended their operations to 
Fort Washington. On Sunday 
morning, between midnight and 
daylight, they entered the house of 
Senator John a Wentz, by boring a 
hole in the parlor window, and car­
ried off a coat, silverware, umbrel­
las, and eatables from the cellar. ..
Meeting of Directors at the 
Almshouse.
At a regular monthly meeting of 
the Directors of the Montgomery 
County Almshouse held on Thurs­
day it was stated that at present 
there are 176 inmatek in the in­
stitution. Of this number 124 are 
male and 52 females. During the 
month 20 were admitted, 7 were 
discharged and 2 died. The cash 
receipts for the month were $387.34, 
while the expenditures amounted to 
$80.68. Orders were granted 
amounting to $3181.27
Death.
Benjamin F., aged 14 years, only 
son of Frank and Maggie Bohn, of 
Jeffersonville, died of typhoid fever, 
after an illness of ten days, last 
Thursday morniug. The funeral 
was held Monday, and was largely 
attended; interment at Mennonite 
cemetery near Yerkes. A very 
appropriate and touching discourse 
was delivered by Rev. J. H. -Hen­
dricks, D. D. Undertaker J. L. 
Bechtel had charge of the remains. 
The floral designs—tokens of loving 
remembrance—were profuse and 
beautiful and much heartfelt sym­
pathy was expressed for the sorely 
bereaved family upon the loss of 
an only son and brother.
Editor’s Awful Plight.
F. M, Higgins, Editor Seneca (111.) News, 
was afflicted for years with Piles that no 
doctor or remedy belied until he tried 
Bueklen’s Arnica Salve, the best in the 
world. He writes two boxes wholly cured 
him. Infallible for Piles. Cure guaranteed.
| Only 25c. Sold by J. W. Culbert, druggist.
Sunday School Convention.
Rev. W. O. Fegely, of Trappe, re­
turned Tuesday from the Sunday 
School Convention of the Norris­
town Lutheran Conference, held at 
Trumbauersville, where a pleasant 
and profitable session was held. 
The main work was a discussion on 
the subject of introducing a graded 
lesson system.
Family Picnic.
A very enjoyable family picnic 
was held at the farm home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wm. Walton, near Blue 
Bell, last Saturday. Their parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Moser, of 
Worcester, and Mr. Walton of Blue 
Bell, and their brothers and sisters 
and other branches of both families 
to the number of about thirty-five, 
were present.
St. Jam es’, Evansburg.
The Rev. A. J. Barrow preached 
last Sunday morning after a vaca­
tion at Atlantic City. The evening 
service will be resumed next Sun­
day, there| having been an inter­
mission during the hot weather. 
On Saturday of this week teachers 
and scholars of the Sunday school, 
'with friends who choose to go, will 
take trolley and spend the day at 
Chestnut Hill Park.
The Pottstown Fair Quite 
a Success.
The Pottstown Fair, last week, 
was an unqualified success. The 
exhibits were good and the attend­
ance every day was gratifying,' the 
crowd present on Thursday being 
very large. The speed contests, 
all of which were interesting, afford­
ed much satisfaction to .thousands 
of the lovers of the turf. The indi­
cations are that the Pottstown Fair 
has come again to stay.
Another Turnpike Jury.
The jury on freeing the Limerick 
and Colebrookdale turnpike met at 
Limerick Square, on Friday, to hear 
testimony. The portion considered 
extends from Limerick Square to 
the Berks county line. The jurors 
are James Bivingstou, James A. 
Morgan, David Springer, Oliver 
Wambold, Philip Quimnan. Evans, 
Holland & Dettra represent peti­
tioners, and N. H. Larzelere and 
J. W. Bickel & Son, the company.
The Ladies’ Aid.
' The Ladies’Aid Society of Trinity 
Church, this borough, will hold its 
first monthly meeting after the 
summer vacation, on this coming 
Monday evening, Sept. 10th, at the 
residence of Capt. arid Mrs. H. H. 
Fetteroif. In addition to the trans­
action of routine business, a good 
literary and • musical program will 
be presented. The members of the 
society and their friends generally 
are invited to be present and will 
be cordially welcomed.
Convention of Millers.
Local flour makers are interesting 
themselves in the coming conven­
tion of Eastern millers which is to 
be held at the Grand Atlantic Hotel, 
‘Atlantic City, N. J., on September 
12, 13 and 14. Five hundred millers 
are expected to be in attendance, to 
discuss matters of importance to 
this great industry. The conven­
tion is being held under the au­
spice^ of the Pennsylvania Millers’ 
State Association, and is the 23d 
annual gathering of that organization.
Atlantic City.
Wait for it. Sunday, September 
9, via. Philadelphia and Reading 
Royal Double Track Route. On 
Sunday, Sept. 9, the Philadelphia 
and Reading Railway Company will 
run the last of their popular, select, 
well patronized one day excursions 
to Atlantic city. Tickets will be 
sold at the greatly reduced rate of 
$1.25 for the round trip. Special 
fast train - will leave Collegeville 
7.21 a. m., arriving at Atlantic City 
at 10.20 a. m. Returning, leave At­
lantic City at 7.00 p. m., allowing 
nine hours at the seashore.
An Aggravating Predicament.
John Isky, of 708 Berwick street, 
Easton, on Tuesday afternoon took 
his son, Joseph, to the Norristown 
Hospital for the Insane with the in­
tention of leaving him there. The 
young man has been out of his mind 
for some months, as the result of 
the " excessive use of liquor. The 
father was provided with commit­
ment papers, which he presented to 
Resident Physician Richardson. 
As a result of a peculiar misunder­
standing the father was locked up 
in place of the son and kept in close 
confinement for a period of several 
hours, while the young man was 
permitted to wander at will about 
the grounds. The irate parent be­
came greatly enraged at the treat­
ment which he was receiving, and 
bravely resisted the efforts of the 
keepers to place him in confinement. 
Owing to the fact that he is not 
well acquainted with the American 
language, he was unable to make 
his position understood. The inex­
cusable error on the part of the 
keepers was finally recognized. Mr. 
Isky was relieved and his son was 
detained.
A Lady Who Spent 44 Years in Bed, 
Visits Collegeville.
There was a remarkable lady in 
this borough Sunday, in the person 
of Miss Kate Metz who, with her 
sister Miss Lizzie Metz, spent the 
day with Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel 
'Underkoffler. After suffering four 
attacks of pneumonia, one of typhoid 
'-fever and other ailments Miss Kate 
’Metz became a helpless invalid in 
1843, and for a period thereafter of 
44 years she was continuously con­
fined to her bed. Think of i-t: 
Forty-four years without walking a 
step. During her long stay within 
doors Miss Kate succeeded in 
doing a little reading and consider­
able fancy work, while being prop­
ped up in bed. It was in thé year 
1897, after taking the massage 
treatment, that Miss Metz began to 
regain strength and started to learn 
over again how to walk! Since then 
the lady has been able to do ordi­
nary housework and enjoy outdoor 
life. Though seventy-one Miss 
Metz does not appear to be over 
fifty-five or sixty, and here’s the 
hope that She will round out a cen­
tury without spending more than 
eight hours out of twentÿ-four in 
bed!
Endured Death’s Agonies.
Only a roaring fire enabled J. M. Garrett- 
son, of San Antonia, Texas, to lie down 
when attacked by Asthma, from which he 
suffered for years. He writes his misery 
was often so great that it seemed he endured 
the agonies of death ; but Dr. King’s New 
Discovery for Consumption wholly cured 
him. This marvelous medicine is thepnly 
known cure for Asthma as well as Consump­
tion, Coughs and Colds, and all Throat, 
Chest and Lung troubles. Price 50c. and 
$1,00. Guaranteed. Trial bottle free at J. 
W. Cijlbert’s Drug Store.
Birthday Party.
On Saturday little Dorothy Gris- 
tock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Gristock, celebrated the 
third anniversary of- her birthday 
by inviting her little friends to a 
party. There were thirty-eight 
children present, and eighteen older 
folks. The event was a delightful 
one and was thoroughly enjoyed by 
all present. Miss Dorothy received 
numerous beautiful presents.
Great Crowd at Garwood’s Picnic.
For thirty years and more it has 
been quite the usual thing for great 
annual gatherings at Garwood’s pic­
nics, but the greatest crowd of all 
the years crowded the Almshouse 
grove last Saturday, the attendance 
approximating 5,000 persons from 
numerous sections of the county. 
Every available tree in the large 
grove served as a hitching post and 
many teams were accommodated 
elsewhere, and during the afternoon 
the immense thrpng was one great, 
moving mass of humanity. The 
musical features of the day were 
most excellent and comprised a fine 
concert by the Phoenix Military 
Band and charming vocal efforts by 
Mrs. Florence Tullis, of Brooklyn.
PER SO N A L.
Mr. .and Mrs. Samuel Hendricks, 
of Philadelphia, were in town over 
Sunday.
Miss Alice Gross attended the 
Hallman-Martin wedding in East 
Downingtown last Wednesday.
Ex-Burgess Francis J. Clariier re­
turned last Saturday evening from 
his European tour. The journey 
homeward across the sea was made 
in less than six days on the fastest 
ocean steamer afloat.
A. W. Bomberger, Esq,, of Nor­
ristown, visited Dr. H. T. Spangler 
and family on Monday.
Miss Elizabeth Gristock, of Phila­
delphia, is spending a few weeks 
with her mother, Mrs. Harriet 
Gristock, this place.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Fenton and their 
son William returned from Harvey 
Cedars, down by the sea, Sunday 
evening.
Mr. Howard P. Tyson and Miss 
Eva Baldwin, of this borough, and 
Mr. Henry Ashenfelter, of Upper 
Providence, left Monday to attend 
the Normal School at West Chester.
Rev. Wm. Barnes Lower, who 
recently returned from a trip 
abroad, was in town Monday morn­
ing, enroute for Skippack.
Miss Carrie Paist has returned 
from a two weeks’ visit to relatives 
in Seeley, N. J.
IT Mi’s. Mary Brant, of Philadelphia, 
Mrs. John Thomas and Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Thomas of Pottstown, and 
Miss Emma Everhart, of Norris­
town, were the guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. H. Tyson, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Beideman, 
of Norritonville, visited Mr. and 
Mrs. Nathaniel Underkoffler, Sun­
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spare, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., are visiting rela­
tives in this borough.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Long, of 
Newport News, Va., visited rela­
tives and friends in this locality 
last week.
Mrs. George Peok and son, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Swope, of 
Philadelphia, were the guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Scheuren, last 
week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Gegenheimer 
have returned to their home in New 
York city, after spending a week 
with Henry Grossmillqr and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Tibbals, Helen 
and Dorothy Tibbals, Mrs. William 
L. Elkins and Miss Helen Elkins, of 
Philadelphia, spent Saturday after­
noon and Sunday in this borough, 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Gristock.
Yerkes and Vicinity.
Miss Hattie Richards spent 
Saturday- and Sunday with Miss 
Kathryn Gotwals.
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah Detwiler 
visited Mr. and Mrs. John G. Got­
wals on Sunday.
Miss Lizzie Gerhardt and Miss 
Minnie Voyt, spent the past week 
in Philadelphia and Ocean City.
Miss Lizzie Halteman spent 
Saturday with Miss Lizzie Detwiler.
Miss Edna Albert has again re­
sumed her duties as teacher at the 
Mennonite school.
Mr. Logan’s condition remains 
about the same.
Messers Oscar Huusicker and E. 
L. Detwiler were among the so­
journers to Bethany’s Orphan 
School Anniversary on Friday.
A party of young folks enjoyed a 
straw ride to Gratersford on Friday 
evening. Abram Gotwals drove 
the team.
Mrs. Frances Detwiler, widow of 
Elias Detwiler of Goldboro, York 
county, died Monday morning. 
Deceased was the mother of John 
and James G, Detwiler of this 
vicinity; Elias Detwiler, of Phila­
delphia, and Mrs. Harry Allebach 
and Mrs. Joseph Gotwals, of Norris­
town. The funeral will be held 
Wednesday morning at 9 o’clock. 
Interment at Fethros cemetery, 
Yerkes.
In Memory of Mrs. Flora Schrack.
Another home is broken,
And tears of sorrow flow,
A mother has been taken 
Away from all below.
The church on earth will miss her, 
There’ll be a vacant seat;
The church above hath claimed her, 
There may we hope to meet.
We of times pause, and wonder,
And question, Why, oh I why
Must hearts he torn assunder 
And ache so bitterly !
A still small voice doth answer 
From out God’s Hold Word,
Hush, then thou shalt know hereafter, 
’Tis wisely now withheld.
Trappe, Pa. E. T. M.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Con­
tain Mercury,
As mercury will surely destroy the sepse 
of smell aDd completely derange the whole 
system when entering it through the mucous 
surfaces. Such articles should never be used 
except on prescriptions from reputable phys­
icians, as the damage they will do is ten­
fold to the good you can possibly derive from 
them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured 
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, 
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, 
acting directly upon the blood and mucous 
surfaces of the system. In buying Hall’s 
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. 
It is taken internally, and made in Toledo, 
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials 
free.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.
AN A W FU L RA ILRO A D  H O R R O R  
AT H A TFIELD .
FIFTEEN PERSONS KILLED; FORTY OR 
MORE WOUNDED, MANY OF THEM 
SERIOUSLY.
• There was a wholesale and horri­
ble sacrifice of human life at Hat­
field, this county, Sunday morning, 
when the engine of an excursion 
train dashed into the rear car of .a 
milk train at the station. The ex>̂  
cursion train for Atlantic City was 
running behind a milk train. The 
milk train stopped at Hatfield and 
the excursion train kept on running 
at the rate of thirty miles an hour 
until through the dense fog the en­
gineer saw th'e train ahead standing 
still. It was too late. He reversed 
his lever, put on the brakes and 
jumped just as his engine began its 
work of instantaneous death and de­
struction. Such was the force of 
the collision that the milk train was 
driven nearly two hundred feet and 
the rear car reduced to a complete 
wreck, while the engine of the ex­
cursion train was twisted into a 
thousand irregular shapes. The 
list of those killed outright, fifteen 
in number, was made up of persons 
residing in Allentown and Bethle­
hem, with the exception of three— 
Wm. C. Blackburn, proprietor of 
the Ambler Hotel, Ambler, and 
well-known in this vicinity; Harvey 
Landis, a farmer, of Hatfield, and 
Joseph Ackerman, of Wayne Junc­
tion. A large majority of those 
seriously injured also reside in 
Bethlehem and Allentown. Among 
the number is B. F. Keyser, pro­
prietor of a hotel at Allentown and 
a brother of John T. Keyser, of this 
borough, who was seriously injured 
internally. Assemblyman Welling­
ton Rosenberry, of Lansdale, is also 
numbered among those seriously 
hurt. The injured, like the killed, 
were on both trains. There was no 
escape from the shock to any pass­
enger. Hundreds were thrown 
from their seatsand jammed through 
windows by the force of the col­
lision. Many had broken legs and 
arms and many suffered frightful 
lacerations. Nearby residences 
were pressed into service as emer­
gency hospitals, and every phys­
ician for miles around was sum­
moned. An emergency call shortly 
after the disaster brought the fol­
lowing doctors from Norristown: 
H. H. Drake, J. R. Umstad, S. N. 
Wiley, J. K. Weaver, L. T. Trum- 
bower, C. Z. Weber, G. H. Mann 
and W. G. Miller. The physicians 
were taken to Lansdale at 8 o’clock 
in a train that made the trip in half 
an hour. Five trained nurses from 
Charity Hospital went with the 
doctors, and accompanied the injured 
to Bethlehem on a special train with 
improvised beds.
The responsibility for the awful 
sacrifice of life has not as yet been 
fully determined. It was probably 
due to the failure on the part of the 
engineer to heed the danger signal 
at Souderton, the first station above 
Hatfield. At this writing Coroner 
McGlathery and District Attorney 
Hendricks are investigating the af­
fair that has wrought such disas­
trous results.
Your best friend can give you no better 
advice than this : “For impure blood, bad 
stomach and weak nerves take Hood’s Sarsa­
parilla.”
A Powder Mill Explosion
Removes everything in sight ; so do drastic 
mineral pills, but both are mighty danger­
ous. No need to dynamite your body when 
Dr. King’s New Life Pills do the work so 
easily and perfectly. Cures Headache, Con­
stipation. Only 25c. at Culbert’s Drug 
Siore.
»
P KOi’OS.tLN for Masonry for a Steel Highway Bridge Over 
(lie Perkiomen Creek at Flank 
Koad Mill in Perkiomen and 
Skippack Townships.
Sealed proposals will be received by the 
Commissioners of Montgomery County at 
their office.in Norristown, Pa., up to 10 
o’clock a. m. SEPTEMBER 10, 1900, for 
constructing the masonry for a steel high­
way bridge at the location stated.
Specifications, together with the plans, 
may be seen at the Commissioners office. 
Each bid must be accompanied by a certi­
fied check for $200.00, made payable to the 
County Commissioners, as a guarantee of 
the acceptance of the contract if awarded 
and which will be returned to the bidder 
within 10 days succeeding the award of 
the contract.
Contractors must give security to the 
Commissioners to be approved by the 
Court for the faithful performance of the 
contract. The Commissioners reserve the 
right to rejeot any or all bids.
JOHN HAMPTON, 1
D. K. GRABER, > Commissioners
M. C. CLEMENS, )
John H. Dager, Engineer.
D. H. Hitner, Clerk. 9au.
PROPOSALS for a Steel High­way Bridge Over tbe Perkf- 
oinen Creek at Plank Road 
JMill in Perkiomen and Skip- 
pack Townships.
Sealed proposals will be received by the 
Commissioners of Montgomery County at 
their office in Norristown, Pa., up to 10 
o’clock a. m. SEPTEMBER 10, 1900, for 
the erection in place of the steel super­
structure of a highway bridge at the loca­
tion stated.
Specifications, together with the plans, 
may be seen at the Commissioners office. 
Each bid must he accompanied by a certi­
fied cheek for $200.00 made payable to the 
County Commissioners as a guarantee pf 
the acceptance of the contract if awarded 
and which will be returned to the bidder 
within 10 days succeeding the award of 
the contract.
Contractors must give security to the 
Commissioners to be approved by the 
Court for the faithful performance of the 
contract. The Commissioners reserve the 
right to reject any or all bids.
JOHN HAMPTON, 1
D. K. GRABER, > Commissioners
M. C, CLEMENS, j
John H. Dager, Engineer,
D. H. Hitner, Clerk, 9au.
Pr o p o s a l s .Sealed proposals will he reoeived for the erection of a Parish Building at St. 
James’ Church, Evansburg. Plans and 
specifications can be seen at the office of 
the Roberts Machine Company, College­
ville, Pa. 23au.
SEKI> WHEAT FOR SALE!Beardless variety, medium length, 
stiff straw, very prolific. Has yielded for 
me 48% bushels per acre. Place your or­
der early, as it is being rapidly engaged.
C. Z. WEBER, Kinwood Farm. 
Above Jeffersonville. 23au3t.
Notice to borough  tax­pay er s .—The tax duplicate of the borough of Collegeville is now in my 
bands. Taxes received until 9 a. m. and 
from 7 to 10 p. m., at my office. A rebate 
of 5 per cent, will be made on taxes paid 
prior to the first of August, 1900.
E. A. KRUSEN,
j36jy. Borough Treasurer.
JTiOR SALE.* Well located store, with established 
trade, doing good, cash business, good 




^ N JilE  ML BRADFORD,
Dressmaker,
TRAPPE, PA. All branches of dressmak­
ing promptly attended to. Every effort 
will be made to please patrons. 19jy3m,
P U BLIC SALE OF
Bank and Railroad Blocks !
The Executor of Margaret E. Garber, 
deceased, late of Upper Prividence town­
ship, Montgomery county, Pa., will offer 
at public sale, at tbe Washington House, 
Bridge Street, Phoenixville, Pa., on 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1900, at 
11 o’clock a. m., the following shares of 
National Bank and Railroad Stocks:
3 Shares Stock The National Bank of 
Spring City, Pa.
5 Shares Stock The National Bank of 
Phoenixville, Pa.
" o  Shares Stock Philadelphia, German­
town and Norristown Railroad Co.
11 Shares Stock Little Schuylkill Navi­
gation, Railroad and Coal.Company.
All these stocks are first-class in every 
particular and pay good dividends. Terms 
cash.
CHARLES H. HOWELL, Executor.
H. H. Gilkyson, attorney.




Will be sold at public sale, on THURS­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1900, on prem­
ises No. 1, as hereinafter described, the 
real estate belonging to the estate of the 
late David Reiner of Collegeville, Mont­
gomery county, Pa., deceased, as follows:
No.' 1. A farm of 47 acres, more or less, 
situate in Perkiomen township, county 
aforesaid, fronting on Perkiomen and 
Sumneytown turnpike, midway between 
Collegeville and Ironbridge on the Perki­
omen railroad, and bounded by lands of 
F. J. Clamer, John S. Hunsicker, Howard 
Pennypacker, and others. The improve­
ments are a substantial brick house with 
two rooms, hall and kitchen on 
first floor, four rooms on second 
.floor, two attic rooms, ceiled. 
I Large bam, recently built, of stone 
stable high with stabling for 4 horses and 
13 cows; all necessary outbuildings. The 
improvements are all in excellent repair. 
The land is fertile and in an excellent state 
of cultivation. There is a large cistern at 
the barn, a wall of water and a spring 
house over a neverfailing spring of pure 
water near the house. There are numer­
ous fruit and shade trees on the farm, in­
cluding a thrifty young orchard. This is 
a desirably located home and farm, near 
to railroad stations, schools, churches, 
business places and the trolley line leading 
to the county seat. I t is therefore worthy 
of the special attention of all who desire 
to purchase a farm having all modern im­
provements, conveniences, and advant­
ages.
No. 2. A farm of 14 acres, situate in 
Lower Providence township, fronting on 
Ridge Pike, near Eagleville, and bounded 
by lands of John Fry, Wm. Smith, of the 
late Philip Stillwagon, and others. The 
improvements are a substantial 
stone house with, three rooms 'onmfHjlf 
first floor, four rooms on second ii  s iML 
floor, and three on third floor:l‘ li lllBI 
outkitchen, well of lasting water a t door. 
Frame bam with stabling for two horses 
and four cows. This property is most 
eligibly located; there is a beautiful land­
scape view on all sides, particularly to the 
east, north and west; the land is fertile, 
and there is an ample variety of fruit 
trees. There is a church and school house 
near by, and trolley cars, running between 
Norristown and Collegeville, pass the 
house at least every hour. •
Those desiring to view either of the 
above described properties will please call 
on the persons residing thereon.
Also at the same time and place will be 
sold 15 shares of stock of the Farmers’ 
and Mechanics’ National Bank of Phoenix­
ville, 3 shares of stock of the Royersford 
National Bank, 5 shares of stock of the 
National Bank of Phoenixville, two $500 
School Bonds of the Borough of College­
ville, A phaeton, as good as new; falling- 
top carriage, set of harness.
Entire sale to be held on premises No. 1, 
commencing at 2 o’clock, when conditions 
will be made known by
F. P. FARINGER,
J. C. LANDES,
Executors of the estate of David Reiner, 
deceased.




Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1900, on premises 
No. 1 as hereinafter described, the following 
Real Estate and Personal Property belong­
ing to the estate of Michael R. Schrack, late 
of the borough of Trappe, Montgomery Co., 
Pa., deceased :
No. L An improved lot of land fronting 
seventy feet, more or less, on Main Street in 
the borough of Trappe, having a depth of 
334 feet, more or less, and bounded by lands 
of AnDa Brunner, J. W. Royer, M. D., and 
others. The improvements are a brick 
house with 3 rooms on first floor, 3 rooms on 
JisfgiL second floor, 2 attic rooms, ceiled ; 
cellar, outkitchen, etc. There is a 
.good steam heater in the cellar 
swith steam fixtures throughout the 
first and second floors. Well of water at the 
door. Fruit and shade trees in abundance. 
Frame barn, with overshoot and stabling for 
two horses ; all other necessary outbuild- 
ings. Both bouse and barn were recently 
and substantially built and are in an excel­
lent state of repair. This is an attractive 
and desirable home, very pleasantly located 
in a beautiful borough and is convenient to 
schools, churches, and will soon have the 
advantages of a trolley line, making it 
specially worthy of the attention of pur­
chasers.
No. 2. A farm of 42 acres, more or less, in 
Upper Providence township, about one mile 
west of the borough of Trappe, and bounded 
by lands now or late of Daniel Harley, 
Abraham Custer, Jacob Rittenbouse and 
others. The improvements are a 
stone bouse with mansard roof and], , i ,  
with four rooms on first floor, four|*|58 
rooms on second floor, four rooms 
ou third floor, outkitchen, cellar ; well of 
water near the door. Barn, stone stable 
high, with stabling for 14 cows and six 
horses ; grain house and wagon house at­
tached. Large corncrib and all necessary 
outbuildings. The buildings were all re­
cently built and áre substantial and con­
venient in every respect, and together with 
42 acres of fertile land, comprise a model 
farm ; spring bouse, ice bouse, etc. Well of 
water at the barn. A stream of water passes 
through the premises, affording an ample 
supply of water and good pasturage for 
cattle in the dryest weather. There is also 
on the place a large apple orchard and an 
ample variety of other fruit trees in prime of 
bearing Those desiring to view either of 
the above described properties will please 
call on tbe persons residing thereon.
PERSONAL PROPERTY:
Fallingtop carriage, buggy, set of light 
harness, light fly nets, collar, blindhalters, 
headhalters, neck strap, blankets, step lad­
der, wheelbarrow, axes, ’ shovels, forks, 
rakes, saws, lot of tools, scythe and sneathe, 
sickles, 2 lawn mowers, watering pot, post 
spade and rammer, grubbing hoe, barrels, 
half-bushel and peck' measures, pitcher 
pump and piping. 2 hoe harrows, plough, 
single tree, grindstone, chicken coops, 
chickens by the pound, drain pipe, lot of 
lumber, hay and straw, corn in row, corn- 
fodder, etc.
Sale of all r* al estate and personal prop­
erty will be held on premises No. 1, and will 
commence promptly at 12 o’clock, noon, 
when tbe conditions will be made known by 
M. B. SCHRACK,
ANNIE L. LEWIS, 
DANIEL W. SCHRACK, 
Executors of the estate of Michael R. 
Schrack, deceased.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
Also at tbe same time and place will be 
sold the following personal property belong­
ing to the undersigned : Three bedsteads 
and bedding, waslistands, bureau, chairs, 
settee, tables, looking glasses, shades and 
screens, hair cloth parlor suite, carpets by 
the yard, lamps, lantern, dishes, knives and 
forks, stoves and pipe, etc., etc.
MARY B. SCHRACK.
For  hale.A brick house with eight . 
rooms; stable 16x18 feet. All in |i,ai|| 
good repair. Will be sold on •m l 
reasonable terms. Apply to l818 
H. HALTEMAN,
6sep. Collegeville, Pa.
E HT ATE NOTICE.Estate of Isaac C. Kratz, late of 
Upper Providence township, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters of administra­
tion on the above estate having been 
granted the undersigned, all persons in­
debted to said estate are requested to 
make immediate payment, and those hav­
ing legal claims to present the same with­
out delay to
WILLIAM H. KRATZ, Trappe, Pa. 
OLIVER F. GRIMLEY, Yerkes, Pa.
Or their attorney, Administrators.
Geo. W. Zimmerman, Norristown, Pft, 
2aù,
o B PH A AS* COURT HALE OF
REAL ESTATE!
Estate of Andrew Kennedy, deceased. 
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’ 
Court of Montgomery county, will be sold 
at public sale, on the premises, in the 
township of Upper Providence, SATUR­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1900, at 3.30 p.m. 
the following real estate:
All that certain lot or piece of land, 
situate in the township of Upper Provi­
dence aforesaid, bounded and described as 
follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a stake in the middle of 
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad at 
a comer of Joshua Zimmerman’s land; 
thence by the same north seventy-one de­
grees east, thirty-six perches and eighty- 
four hundredths of a perch to a stake;' 
thence by the same north thirty-nine and 
one-quarter degrees east, eight perches 
and thirteen hundredths of a perch to a 
stake; 1 thenee Still by Joshua Zimmer­
man’s land south fifty-eight. degrees, 
thirty-two minutes east forty-one perches 
and'seventy-five hundredths to a stake at 
the river Schuylkill; thence up the said 
river the courses thereof to a stake in the 
middle of the, Philadelphia and Reading 
Railroad; thence along the middle of the 
said railroad following the curve thereof 
to the place of beginning. Containing 
eight acres one quarter, and seventeen 
perches of land, be the same more or less.
The improvements consist of a two and 
one-half story stone Mastered 
house, containing-two rooms ont«««iBB 
the first floor, three rooms on theliillHL 
second floor and an attic. The!888gls§a  
house has a front of twenty-seven feet and 
a depth of nineteen feet. A frame barn 
twenty feet square, with stabling for one 
horse and three cows. Corn crib, chicken 
house, hog pen, and other necessary out­
buildings, conveniently located. There 
are two neverfailing wells of water on the 
premises, convenient for use, and an abund­
ance of fruit and shade trees. This place 
is in a high state of cultivation, conveni­
ent to schools, churches, stores, post 
offices, etc., and is worthy of the atten­
tion of any one looking for a small farm.
Conditions made known at sale by 
JOHN W. ELLIOTT,
Administrator.
Edw. F. Kane, Attorney. 23au.
PUBLIC SALE OF VALUABLE
REAL ESTATE !
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1900, at Areola, 
Lower Providence township, Montgomery 
county, Pa., on the premises, all that 
tract of land, consisting of 88 acres and 
154 perches of land, more or less, and the 
improvements thereon consisting of a 2}£ 
story stone house, with porch front, front­
ing on public road to Ridge pike, or the 
Schuylkill Traction Line, and Phoenix­
ville, two miles from former trolley line 
and 4 miles from latter place, bounded by 
lands of Dr. Samuel Plush, Augustus 
Stetler and others. The house has five 
rooms on first floor, with large hall and
a
 cellar underneath, 5 rooms on 
second floor with hall and wihd- 
ing stairway, and 4 rooms on at­
tic—two ceiled and two unceiled; 
outkitchen attached with well of lasting 
water therein and wood house attached. 
A double-deck barn 56 ft. long and 24 ft. 
wide, stabling for 19 cows and 6 horses, 
with wagon house and straw house con­
nected by overshoot; pig stable, chicken 
house, corncrib, etc. i Running water by 
hydrant at cow stable under overshoot. 
A young orchard of apples, pears and 
cherries coming on. The soil on this farm 
is as productive as any in the State. 
About 10 acres of good meadow along the 
Perkiomen creek, 10 acres of growing tim­
ber, the balance under cultivation. The 
above property is supplied by running 
water through the centre of farm, and 
well adapted for a stock or dairy farm, 
and by proper fencing could have stock to 
reach water from every field in the 
dryest weather. Areola Station and 
Areola P. O. is opposite on Perkiomen R. 
R. The Areola county bridge is between. 
The Areola chopping mill is but a few 
hundred yards distant. The above ■* prop­
erty was owned for many years by Isaac 
Wanner, of Collegeville, who is now de­
ceased, and must be sold for the high dol­
lar by the Executor to close the estate. 
The conditions: 10 per cent, down and the 
balance on the following 1st day of April, 
1901, when deed and unquestioned title 
will be given. The property can be viewed 
before sale by calling on executor, who re­
sides thereon. Also at same time and 
place, and under same conditions, will be 
sold 10 acres of land, more or less, near 
Level School, bounded by lands of Isaiah 
Reiff, Isaac Mester and others, being 
property of Isaac Wanner, dec’d.
Sale at 1 o’clock p. m.
R. N. WANNER, 
Executor for Isaac Wanner, dec’d.
^HEIUFF’K SAJLE OF
REAL ESTATE !
By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias 
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery county, to me directed, 
will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1900, a t 2 o’clock 
p. m., in Court Room No. 2, at the Court 
House, in the borough of Norristown, said 
county, the following described real estate:
All that certain tract of land situate in 
the township of Perkiomen, said county, 
to-wit:
Beginning at a corner of this and land 
now or late of Joseph C. Johnson, bound­
ed by land now or late of Mrs, Abraham 
Detwiler, Henry Fegley and. said land of 
Joseph C; Johnson, containing eleven 
acres and one hundred and forty-one 
perches of land, more or less.
Seized and taken in execution as the 
property of Samuel C. Detwiler, and to be 
sold by JOHN K. LIGHT, Sheriff. 
Down money $75.00.




By virtue ol an alias writ of Fieri Facias 
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery county, to me directed, 
will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1900, a t 2 o’clock 
p. m., in Court Room No. 2, at tbe Court 
House in the borough of Norristown, said 
county, the following describedrealestate:
All that certain messuage and two 
tracts of land situate in Lower Providence 
township, said county, to-wit:
Tract No. 1. Beginning in the middle of 
the Old Church road, hounded by the mid­
dle of a public road leading to the Ridge 
turnpike road, the middle of said turnpike 
road, the Skippack creek, crossing said 
creek, and lands of the Baptist congrega­
tion, containing 86 acres and 30 perches of 
land, more or less.
Tract No. 2. Beginning in a public road 
leading to the Ridge turnpike road, 
bounded by said road, tract No. 1 and the 
public road leading to Evansburg, con­
taining 14 acres and 136 perches of land, 
more or less.
The improvements are a 2)  ̂story stone 
dwelling house, 50 ft. by 30ft., porch front, 
5 rooms on first floor, 5 rooms on second 
floor, 3 rooms on third floor, cellar; frame 
/-hurts kitchen 14 ft. by 16 ft., well and 
■ n f »wy pump, cave and frame house over 
imUULia ft. by 14 ft., frame shop 15 ft. 
88B8ISas5Vw 20 ft., frame wagon house 18 ft. 
by 50 ft., pig sty, frame straw house 18 ft. 
by 50 ft., stone barn 74 ft. by 42 ft., stab­
ling for 7 horses and 15 cows; cistern at 
bam, other outbuildings, orchard, meadow.
Seized and taken in execution as the 
property of M. C. Rambo, and to be sold 
by JOHN K. LIGHT, Sheriff.
Down money $100.00.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Au­
gust 20, 1900.
pUBLIC HALE OF 30 EXTRA
Southern Ohio Cows
Will be sold at public sale, on MON­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1900, at Bean’s 
Hotel, Schwenksville, Pa., 60 extra Ohio 
cows, most of them fresh, and a few are 
springers. This is a nice lot and worthy 
the attention of buyers of good and profit­
able cows. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Con­
ditions by FRANK SCHWENK.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
PURLIO HALE OF
FRESH COWS !
Will he sold at public sale, on TUES­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1900, at D. M. 
Kline’s. Hotel, Limerick, 22 fresh cows and 
springers. These cows are from Union 
county and are a lot of good ones. Sale 
at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
WILLIAM ANGSTADT.
F. H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
P URLIO HALE OF
COWS AND HOGS !
Will he sold at public sale, on FRIDAY. 
SEPTEMBER 14, 1900, at Spang’s Lamb 
Hotel, Trappe, 10 fresh cows! 150 hogs 
weighing from 50 to 200 pounds each. Also 
about 25 hogs ready for butchering., The 
cows are nicely shaped, of good size, and1 
big baggers and milkers, and the hogs are 
the kind to suit buyers. Sale to commence 
at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
CALVIN BELL.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
PUBLIC HALE OF 25 EXTRA HEAVY LEBANON CO- ’STY
FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1900, at Spang’s Lamb 
Hotel, Trappe, one ear-load of fresh cows, 
direct from Lebanon county. Gentlemen, 
it will pay you to take a half day off to 
look at, bid at and buy these cows, as your 
have not seen as good a bunch of cows at 
one time for a good while both as to size, 
milkers and testers. Will deliver cows 
free of charge. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp, 
rain or shine. Conditions by
JOHN GRESS, Agt. 
Wayne Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
pUBLIC HALE OF
FRESH COWS !
HEIFERS, STEERS, BULLS, AND 
FAT CATTLE !
Will be sold at public sale, on MON­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1900, at Spang’s 
Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 15 fresh cows and a 
lot of heifers, steers, bulls, and fat cattle. 
This is a large lot of choice stock from 
which to make your selection and secure 
bargains. Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp. Con­
ditions by C. B. CLEAVER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
PUBLIC HALE OF
FRESH COWS !
SHOATS AND S HF.F.P 1
.tM T .
Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1900, at my resi­
dence, near the Almshouse, one car-load of 
fresh cows from the Cumberland Valley. 
This is a lot of choice ones, good sizes and 
shapes and big baggers and milkers. Also 
a lot of sheep and shoats at private sale, 
from Thursday previous until sold. Pub­
lic sale to commence at 1.30, Saturday, 
September 15, 1900. Conditions by
M. P. ANDERSON, Agt. 
W. M. Pierson, auct. C. U. Bean,-clerk.
D l . nwartz ih coring. WITH A LOT OF
FRESH COWS!
YOTJNG CATTLE, STOCK BULLS,
BOLOGNA COWS AND SHOATS.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1900,. at L. H. 
Ingram’s Stock Yard, near Perkiomen 
Bridge, a lot of fresh cows, young cattle, 
stock bulls, bologna cows, and shoats. 
This stock can be seen at the stock yard 
two days previous to salé. Every hoof 
will be sold for the high dollar. Sale at 2 
o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
D. L. SWARTZ.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
WALKER’S FALL OPENING HALE OF
LIVE STOCK !
200 head of stock to he sold at my farm 
near Jeffersonville, on THURSDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 13, 1900, at 1 o’clock, sharp. 
100 head feeding steers, ranging in weight 
from 600 to 900 pounds each. Forty head 
of superior cows, 20 of which will have 
calves by their sides, balance springers 
that will calve in from one to six weeks. 
30 head fat steers and heifers. 5 good 
young horses that are acclimated and 
ready for work. 4 fat hogs, weighing 
about 175 pounds each. 225 head stock 
ewes and lambs, ewes a good quality, 
mostly black faced. Sale at 1 o’clock  ̂
sharp. 60 days’ credit; notewith endorser.
IVINS C. WALKER.
A. M, Bergey, auct. 6sap.
I ^ ALBACHS’ PUBLIC HALE OF
Lumber, Slab Wood, Etc.
Will be sold at public sale; on THURS­
DAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1900, on the Al­
bert Crawford Farm, near Oaks, north­
ward along the Perkiomen Creek, one- 
half mile from covered bridge, on road 
leading from Oaks to Audubon (formerly 
Shannonville), 15,000 feet of 1-inch Oak 
and Pine Boards, 10,000 feet of 2-inch Oak 
Plank, 8,000 feet of Oak and Pine Scant­
ling, 75 cords of Short Cut Slab Woo'd, 
Saw Dust, Ash Pile, etc. Sale at • one 
o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
JAMES KALBACH & SON.
L. H. Ingram, auct. 16au.
Fo r  h a l e .Lot 6% acres good ground in Upper Providence township ; 6-room two-story 
house, barn with stabling for 4 cows and 
2 horses; blacksmith shop; plenty of fruit 
Of all kinds. Further particulars address 
or call upon THOS. B. EVANS,
16au. 415 Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
W ANTEO.A competent young woman to do 
general housework. Good wages. For 
further particulars apply to
MRS. FRANCES BARRETT,
23au. At Store, Collegeville, Pa.
F or r ent .A lot of 3W acres, with improve­ments, on road leading from Trappe to 
Black Rock. Apply to
D. D. BECHTEL,
14ju. Collegeville, Pa.
P R1YATE HALE OF
REAL ESTATE !
A farm of 34 Acres at Mont Clare, Up­
per Providenoe township. Good Am A 
buildings and fences, fertile landjfTffjf||| 
well watered; excellent fruit trees iiiiBIL 
and plenty of shade. This veryÜüfJlfS 
desirable farm home will be sold on easy, 
terms. Apply to
'CHARLES WALTERS, 
l6au6t. Mont dare .
F o r  r e n t .A part of one of the Bringhurst houses in Collegeville. Apply to 
12ap. F. M. HOBSON, Trustee.
Ehtate notice.Estate of Michael R. Schrack, late of Borough of Trappe, Montgomery Co., 
deceased. Letters testamentary on the 
above estate having been granted the un­
dersigned, all persons indebted to said 
estate are requested to make immediate 
payment, and those having legal claims to 
present the same without delay to 
M. B. SCHRACK, Trappe, Pa. 
DAN’L W. SCHRACK, Limerick, Pa. 
MIRS. ANNIE L. LEWIS, Trappe, Pa., 
Or their attorney— Executors,
Geo. W. Zimmerman, Norristown, Pa. 
26j.v. .
ThrehiiingAnd feed cutting done. Apply to JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,
19j'y. Lower Providence, Pa.
F IRE! FIRE! FIRE!NOTICE.—The members of the Mu­
tual Fire Insurance Co., of Montgomery 
C ounty , are-hereby notified that a con­
tribution was levied on August 1st, 1900, 
of one dollar on each one thousand dol­
lars of ordinary risks and the rates fixed 
on preferred and hazardous risks, for 
which each member of said company is in­
sured and that J. Evans Isett, Treasurer 
of said company, will attend at his 'office 
East corner Main and Cherry streets, in 
the borough of Norristown, to receive 
said assessments from date.
Extract of charter, section 4.—“Any 
member failing to pay his or her assess­
ment or tax within 40 days after the 
above publication shall forfeit and pay 
for such neglect double such rates.”
The 40 days time for payment of such 
tax will date from August 15, 1900. Per­
sons sending money by mail must accom- 
pony the same with postage in order to 




Arc prepared from Na­
ture’s mild laxatives, and 
while gentle are reliable 
and efficient. They
Rouse the Liver
Cure Sick Headache, Bil­
iousness, Sour̂  Stomach, 
and Constipation. Sold 
everywhere, 25c. per box.
Prepared by C. I.Hood & Co.,Lowell,Mass.
RAILROADS.
Philadelphia &  
Reading Railway
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT MAY 20, 1900
Trains) Leave Collegeville.
F ob P erkiomen  J unction , Bridgeport 
and  P h ila delphia—Week days—6.26, 8.12 
11.80 a. m ; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39
it. m.; 6.13 p m.
F ob Allentow n—Week days—7.14, 10.08 
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. 
m.; 7.39 p. m.
Trains For Collegeville.
Leave P h ila delphia—Week days—6.06, 
8.58 a. m.; 1.86, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 
a . in.; 6.21 p. m.
Leave Bridoepobt—Week days —6.43, 
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
Leave Perkiomen J unction—Week days 
—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.55, 6 20, p. m. Sun­
days—8.13 a. in.; 7 22 p. m.
L eave Allentow n  — Week days—4.25,
б. 55, 9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday— 4.35 
a. m.; 4.35 p. in. ,
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
IN E F F E C T  S E P T E M B E R  4, 1900.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf 
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Weekdays—Express 9.00,10.45 a. m. (1.00 
Saturdays only) 1.30, 2.00, 3 00, (3.40 
sixty minutes), 4.00, 4.30 , 5 00 sixty min­
utes), 5.40 (South St. 5.30), 7.15 p. m. Ac 
commodation 6.15 a. m., 5.40 (South Street 
5.30), 6 30 p. m. Sundays—Express 7.30,
8.00, 8.30, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. m., 4.45, 7.15 
p. m. Accommodation 6 15 a. m., 5 00 p.m.
Leave Atlantic City Depot : Weekdays— 
Express, (6 45 Mondays only), 7.00, 7.45, 
(8.20 sixty minute), 9.00, 10.15 a. m.,3.80, 
4.30, 5.30, 7.30, 9 30 p. m. Accommodation
4 20,7.05 a. m., 3 50 p. m. Sundays—Ex­
press 8 45 a. m., 3.30, 4 30, 5 00, 6.00, 6 30,
7.00, 7.30, 8.00, 9.30 p m. Accommodation 
7.15 a. m., 4 32 p. m.
Parlor cars on all express tra'ns.
For Cape May—Weekdays—8 45, 9.15 a. 
m., 2.15, a4 10, 5 30 p. m. Sundays—8.45, 
$.15 a. m., 5.QQ p. m.
ypr Ocean City—Weekdays—8.45, 9.15 a. 
m., d).50, ¿4.30, 5.30 p. m. Sundays—8.45, 
p.15 a. m., 5 00 p. m.
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., 
2.15, c4 20, 5 30 p. m. Sundays—8.45 a.m.,
5 00 p. m. a South St. 4.00 p. m.; b South 
St. 5.30 p. m.; c South St. 4.15 p. m.; d 
South St. 1.45 p. m.
Sl.pp Excursions Atlantic City 7.00 a. m., 
cjafly1, additional Sunday 7.30 a. m.
For Cape May, Ocean City and Sea Isle, 
{Sundays 7.3Q a. m.
Nê v York and Atlantic City Express, 
{eaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m. 
and Atlantic City, 8.30 a m. Detailed time 
tables at ticket offices.
I. A. SWEIGARD, EDSON J. WEEKS,
Qep’l Superintendent. Gen’l Pass. Agent.
Beading Terminal, Philadelphia.
WHAT THE TAILOR SEES.
Great Slaughter in Prices J—Foi 
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made 
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order­
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the 
benefit of these prices,—everything else in 
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, 
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box 
trade a specialty.
W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-





I S ”  First-elass Aeeommodations for Man 
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. 
Both English and German spoken.
---- oOo-----
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
Peculiarities of Men Being Measured 
For New Clothes.
“Yes, there Is a time for throwing 
out one’s chest, just as there is a time 
for everything else,” said the tailor, 
as he read out one of the measure­
ments for the customer’s coat, while 
the latter stood before him on the lit­
tle pedestal.
“Now you probably have no idea,” 
the tailor continued, as he stretched 
the tape over the shoulder and down 
under the armpit, “what a lot of trou­
ble is made for us by deceitful cus­
tomers—I mean those who, uncon­
sciously or otherwise, seem to think 
they must stand very erect to be fitted 
properly. I am not telling you this 
for your benefit, Mr. Jones, as you 
are always most natural in your stand­
ing.”
Jones smiles, and the tailor notes 
that Mr. Jones’ figure straightens a 
little.
“You see,” continued the measurer, 
“the customer is not always frank 
with us, any more than the patient is 
always frank with telling a physi­
cian about himself. There are oppor­
tunities for deception in both cases. 
For instance, it very often occurs that 
a man with sloping shoulders comes 
up to be measured, and instead of al­
lowing us to size him up as he really is, 
he throws himself all out of position, 
and there Is the deuce to pay generally 
when it comes around trying on the 
garment, for he cannot always strike 
the same position twice, much less 
keep It. Some men would no more 
admit that their shoulders needed 
‘raising’ or ‘lifting,’ as we say, than 
they would be ready to confess that 
their calves needed a little re-enforce 
ment. Imagine what we occasionally 
get from a new customer—and it 
Incidentally true that these deceivers 
are the ones who do the most shifting 
from one tailor to another as a result 
of this lack of personal frankness 
They are the ones who seldom get suit 
ed anywhere.
“Of course, there is an opportunity 
of using tact with this sort as well as 
In many other ways of our business. It, 
of course, would never do in the world 
for us to say to some men, ‘Shall 
not put a little In the shoulder, just 
to fill It out a bit?’
“To be sure, we can say, and with 
perfect sincerity, that coats are being 
cut this season to set squarely as pos 
sible on the shoulder, but there are men 
who won’t  stand for that sort of thing, 
as ‘they know what they want.’ At 
any rate, they would have us bellev 
they know, and it Is a temptation to 
give a man what he wants, even If 
one realizes there may be loss of bus! 
ness on account of it in the long run, 
But it is not always loss of business, 
for there are kinds of customers that 
are almost perpetually a loss—In wear 
and tear on our nerves, If not in actual 
work. Tailors have nerves, by the 
way, although they are not sometimes 
given credit for having any.
“It is the best all round method to 
give the man what we think he wants, 
or, a t least, what we think he should 
have, taking down all the while with 
the nod of respectful and obedient 
understanding all that he prescribes 
for himself. That’s a confession, sir, 
but one has to meet the grand bluff 
with the same brand once In awhile.
“This man who throws out his chest 
comes in many different species. One 
may owe us a trifle too much to be ex­
actly on the level, and his financial dig­
nity comes to the surface, something 
by way of a ‘very ready help in time of 
present trouble.’ He doesn’t  want us 
to assume any undue pressure and he 
needs some clothes. We can tell him 
as soon as he heaves In sight. But we 
respect him by comparison with the 
vainglorious ones who twist them­
selves out of shape. We get the first 
of the trouble when he is on the stand, 
and It shows up when he tries on the 
coat. When up before the three sided 
reflector he usually expands the limit, 
and the cutter may have to tell him to 
‘stand perfectly natural, please.’ After 
doing the best we can, and the coat Is 
all made up, he will find something 
wrong, or, perhaps, it may not crop out 
until his wife sees him as he is. There 
are so many parts that show poor fit. 
The shoulders may sag, the back 
wrinkle and, worse than all things else, 
the collar may sag down. The collar 
obviously may set In perfect position 
when he has his chest out and his head 
erect, and when he falls Into his cus­
tomary lag or stoop the thing doesn’t 






Q È im lIe  Carnale f o r k
Good materials and good workmanship. 
Special efforts to give all patrons of either 
department satisfaction.
B E S T  
RUBBER TIRES
IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put 
on wheels at reasonable prices. Inferior 
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the 
best and full value and ample satisfaction 
for money expended.
W. J. OGDEN.
VTORRISTOWN HERALD BOOH 
-Lx BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank 
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given 
special attention. Magazines bound and ar d 
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
C a n d id .
A bachelor farmer a little past his 
prime, finding himself hard up, thought 
the best thing he could do would be 
to marry a neighbor of his who was 
reputed to have some bawbees.
Meeting with no obstacles to his woo­
ing he soon got married.
One of his first purchases be made 
with part of her money was a horse. 
When he brought it home he called out 
his wife to see it.
After admiring it she said, “Well, 
Sam, If it hadna been for my siller it 
wadna hae been here.”
“Jenny,” Sam replied, “if It hadna 
been for yer siller, ye wadna hae been 
here yersel!”—London Answers.
The Place of the Duel.
Mrs. Minnie Walter Myers, In her 
“Romance and Realism of the South­
ern Gulf Coast,” gives an account of 
one of the last challenges to a duel 
which occurred In Louisiana. The af­
fair was between M. Marigny, who be­
longed to one of the oldest families of 
Louisiana, and a Mr. Humble, a sturdy 
ex-blacksmith of Georgia, who bad be­
come a man of political consequence.
M. Marigny took offense at some re­
marks of the Georgian and sent him a 
challenge. The big ex-blacksmith was 
nonplused.
“I know nothing about this dueling 
business,” he said. “I will not fight 
him.”
“You must,” said his friend. “No 
gentleman can refuse.”
“I am not a gentleman,” replied the 
honest son of Georgia. “I am only a 
blacksmith.”
“But you will be ruined If you do not 
fight,” urged his friends. “You will 
have the choice of weapons, and you 
can choose so as to give yourself an 
equal chance with your adversary.”
The giant asked time In which . to 
consider the question and ended by ac­
cepting. He sent the following reply 
to Mi Marigny:
“I accept, and in the exercise of my 
privilege, I stipulate that the duel shall 
take place In Lake Pontchartrain, in 
six feet of water, sledge hammers to 
be used as weapons.”
M. Marigny was about five feet, eight 
Inches in height, and his adversary 
was seven feet. The conceit of the 
Georgian so pleased M. Marigny, who 
could appreciate a  joke as well as per­
petrate one, that he declared himself 
satisfied, and the duel did not take 
place.
IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED
OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE
SURE CORN CURE, : 10  CENTS PER BOTTLE.
SOLD AT
Culbert’s  : Drug :
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Store,
Don’t Pay Too M u ch !
d* 1 /  W \  Bays the best Rough and 
(J T iU U  Ready Straw Hat.
P A O  Bays the same hat yon pay 
O v v j«  75c. 1‘or in other stores.
Wholesaling enables us to do it, as we buy 
lower and can sell cheaper.
Thousands to select from.
TRACEY, th.e Hatter,
263 High St., Pottstown. 38 Main St., Norristown.
The Norristown Title, I  rust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0
Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
JOHN IV. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer
PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active 
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in 
all trust capacities.* Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal 
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults. 
Send for book with full explanations.
A V ery Im portant M atter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING 
done and where to get a full, line of the BEST FEED, sueii as Wheat 
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, 
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. 




Can anywhere else by
Y ou Can Do as = —
Well and decidedly better than
—=  Y ou
We defy competi-placing your orders with 
tion and our work will
= P lease -
us.
you. Try us.
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract 
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented, 
designs to select from.




H T  C A  V i  Proprietor of MARBLE WORKS,• JU. O A  X L U JtV , COLLEGE VILLE, PA.
E n te r p r ise  ■ M arble ■ W ork s.
H . E . B R A N D T , Proprietor,
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)
Monuments, Tombstones,0F ITĵbleNorrgran*ite^n mar'
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, Ac., 
promptly executed.
All stock on hand, Including Fine 
a sacrifice to make room for new work.
H. E. BRANDT, -





My past experience at the business hav­
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have 
served, I feel encouraged to continue my 
efforts In the same direction. With a feel­
ing of much appreciation for favors received 
In the past, I hope to merit the future patron­
age of the public.
fäp”'Will meet trains at a.l Stations, 
ders received by telephone or telegraph.
Or-
9-5
With tlie Changes of the Season
Comes the Deed of other Clo th in g ,
And 'tis then the thrifty housewife 
Measures out her time and Sew ing , 
Wanton waste with care avoiding.
ONE-THIRD
Stitching that requires a 
machine can be done in
SAVED




H  GRISTOCK'S SONS,
(SUCCESSORS TO GRI8TOCK & VANDERSLIGB.)
Collegeville, Pa.,
DEALERS IN
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
L U M B E R ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
SH ING LES , split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT 
RAILS.
L e h i g h  a n d  Sdhuyikill









H e r  F ig u r e .
She—I can’t  understand what he saw 
in her. Her face Is decidedly plain.
He—Yes, but then the figure she has 
made up for all the—
She—Figure! Why, she’s painfully 
scrawny. She hasn’t  any figure at all.
He—You’re mistaken. She has six, 
and the first one Is a 5.—Philadelphia 
Press.
COAL. - -  COAL.
F L O U R ,
Com, « Bran, « Middlings,
OATS, LIN SEED  M EAL ,
AND GAKE MEAL.
Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri­
son's Town and Country Paint,—second to 
none In the market. Also Harrison’s Rough 
snd Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint 
for barn, and fencing.
O 1
,YSTEItS
Nerved in all styles at
T. Baker’s Eatingr H ouse,
N e x t  Door A bove P ost  Of f ic e , COLLEGE- 
VILLE. Families supplied with the best oys­
ters in the market a t tne right prices.




More money earned. 
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
This secret of superiority lies in the mechan­
ical construction.
Ball Bearings give ease and speed in run­
ning.
The Rotary Hook , which does away with 
the use of the vibrating shuttle, pro­
duces that even beautiful stitch seen on 
“ WHEELER & WIL80N” WORK. 
Cheapest and Best.
13F“ A postal card will bring full Infor­
mation.
WBeeler & Wilson Mannfacmriiis Co.
13X2 CH ESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.
For Sale by G. W . YOST,






ionize the Silo Deep, With Smooth 
Walla and Pack Thoroughly.
Make the silo deep, for the greater 
the depth the greater will be the 
pressure on that below, thus forcing 
out air from the fodder and insuring 
better silage. Shallow silos as a rule 
give less satisfactory results than deep 
ones, as there are larger air spaces in
FILLING A SMALL ROUND SILO.
the sil&ge owing to lack of pressure. 
Wherever practicable the silo should 
have a depth of not less than 24 feet, 
while more satisfactory results may be 
expected if it is ten feet deeper.
Make the silo walls smooth. .After 
the silage is placed in the pit it should 
settle evenly and easily. If the walls 
are perfectly vertical and smooth, the 
conditions for settling will be favora­
ble. Where stone is used, a coat of 
water lime cement must be used to 
make a good surface. As silage con­
tains acid, this smooth surface will 
gradually become eaten and rough, so 
that from year to year, as seems nec­
essary, a light wash of cement should 
be brushed over the wall to make it 
smooth. Where wood is used, the lin­
ing boards should be dressed on one 
side. The wall on the inside should 
be perfectly plumb and smooth from 
the top of the silo to the foundation 
wall, from the top of which there may 
be a slight bevel to the floor. In any 
form of wooden silo, excepting the 
round, it is desirable that the inside 
lining boards be nailed on vertically. 
The silage will then slip down easily.
Have as few corners as possible. 
Upon the thoroughness of the packing 
usually depends the character of the 
preservation. Most of the waste which 
occurs where silage has been well put 
in occurs at the surface, against the 
doors, a t the sides and in the corners.
Use gqs tar on wooden silos, for 
when applied hot it is considered the 
best known preservative of wood avail­
able for common use. Even put on 
cold, if not too thick for rapid painting, 
it is a superior preservative. Tar may 
also be thinned with gasoline without 
the use o f  heat. As gasoline rapidly 
evaporates into a gas which is very in­
flammable much care should be used.
The illustrations, from publications 
of the Wisconsin station, give an idea 
of the appearance and method of.fiiling 
a round silo and explain in a measure 
the process of constructing a silo of 
this kind. Fig. 1 shows a method of 
laying and leveling the foundation. A 
is a center post with top level with top 
of proposed wall. B B are straight edge 
boards nailed to stakes driven In the 
ground. C is a piece of straight edge 
timber fixed to turn on a pin a t A. B B 
are all nailed level with top of post A. 
Fig. 2 shows the construction. The 
sills are 2 by 4 inches in two foot sec­
tions, with the ends cut on the slant of 
a radius of the silo circle. These should 
be sawed out with much care. After 
being bedded in mortar they may be 
toenailed together. The plates are the 
same, spiked to top of studs, which are 
2 by 4 inches, a foot apart. Short
scattered evenly over each space, the 
fertilizer being applied in the same 
way, and also the redtop seed. When 
thè field has been once gone over in 
this way, the lines are changed so as to 
run the opposite way of. the field, and 
the same process is carried out with 
the remainder of the seed. The field is 
then worked over eight times with a 
specially designed fine tooth harrow. 
This is worked right and left diagonal­
ly across the field until the seed is all 
perfectly harrowed in, and then a roll­
er follows to complete the job. If pos­
sible, this seeding is done on a damp, 
still day or before a shower. Mr. Clark 
wants to sow the seed close to Sept. 1 
if possible. He says that grass seed in 
his latitude matures in August and 
would be sown by nature at or near the 
time it is perfectly mature. When 
land Is seeded In this way, it may run 
for years without reseeding provided it 
is well fed and cared for. The redtop 
seed adds over a ton of hay per acre 
above what any seeding to timothy 
alone could produce.
Mr. Clark does not consider that sta­
ble manure is suited to the grass crop. 
He thinks that the clumps of manure 
are sure to kill out more or less of the 
grass. Every fall the field is clipped 
and the waste grass raked off so as to 
leave no harbor for mice. Fine and 
soluble fertilizers are used. The fol 
lowing mixture will about duplicate 
the special brand used by Mr. Clark 
Four hundred pounds of nitrate of SO' 
da, 400 pounds óf muriate of potash 
and 1,200 pounds of fine ground bone. 
Mr. Clark uses about 800 pounds of 
this mixture per acre. I t  is applied at 
seeding time, being spread with the 
seed .and harrowed thoroughly in, 
About the same quantity i3 used each 
following year—spread on the sod- 
part after cutting and part the follow­
ing spring.
Circumventing )lie Hessian Fly.
J. Troop of the Indiana station gives 
advice for circumventing the Hessian 
fly in tha t state which is suggestive 
also for other sections: jphe active pe 
riod of the fall brood in the northern 
counties extends approximately from 
the last of Acgr .t to about the last of 
September, gradually getting later as 
they go SG’u t n ,  so that in the southern 
portion they will be found a t work 
probably as lato as the middle of Octo­
ber. I t  is evident, then, Jhat in order 
to avoid the fall brood of the fly the 
proper time to stfw wheat in the north­
ern counties is between Sept. 20 and 30 
and in the southern counties from the 
first to the middle of October. The sta­
tion will not sow earlier than the first 
week In October this year, as the flies 
wore active throughout September In 
1899. Decoy strips should be sown In- 
the north the last week in August and 
in the south the first ten days of Sep­
tember, plowing these under deeply be­
fore sowing the main crop.
FIG. I. LEVELING FOUNDATION — FIG.
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION.
lengths of studs may be used lapped to 
get the depth. Sixteens and fourteens 
will give a silo 30 feet deep. Linings 
are made from fencing sawed to give 
one-half inch iu thickness; outside 
sheathing the same; siding for silos un­
der 28 feet, outside diameter, common 
siding, rabbeted. For diameter over 28 
feet outside common drop siding or 
ship lap may be used.—C. S. Plumb.
A New Early Potato.
Despite the fact that some growers 
do not favor early Ohio potato the va­
riety is regarded by many as the best 
of the early varieties, according to 
American Gardening, which adds that
WHITE EARLY OHIO POTATO.
a white form of the variety is being 
Introduced. It originated with a west 
ern grower, who, having used northern 
seed, found three years ago a plant 
producing pure white potatoes, identi­
cal in every way with the best of the 
old Ohio except In color, which Is a fine 
white.
Irrigation In the Hast.
The rapid extension of irrigation in 
the west and the attention which it 
has attracted has caused the irriga­
tion already practiced in the humid 
portions of the United States to be 
overlooked. A considerable area in 
the eastern part of the country is now 
being artificially watered. For market 
gardening and growing of high priced 
products irrigation has proved highly 
successful.
INSOM NIA
“ I h a v e  been  u s in g  CASCAHETSfor 
Insomnia, with which I have been afflicted for 
over twenty years, and I can say that Cascarets 
have given me more relief than any other reme- 
dy I have ever tried. I shall certainly recom­
mend them to my friends as being all they are 




Saffe. Always reliable. ‘L ad ie i, ask Druggist for 
CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH in R ed and 
Oold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon. 
T a k e  n o  o th e r . R efuse  d a n g ero u s  substi* 
tu  (ions a n d  im ita tio n s . Buy of your Druggist, 
or send 4c. in stamps for P a r t ic u la r s ,  T esti­
m o n ia ls  and “  R e lie f  A>r L a d i e s in letter. 
by r e tu rn  M ail. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all Druggists.
C H IC H E S T E R  C H E M IC A L  CO .
2100 M adison  S q u are , P H IL A ., PA , 
Mention this p a p e r .
Get  YOUR Fosters Printed at the Independent Office.
Poluts In the Clark Method of Mak­
ing Five Tons Per Aere.
George M. Clark’s notable plan for 
growing grass is again reviewed in 
Rural New Yorker, such great interest 
has it excited. I t  is summed up as 
“perfect preparation, heavy seeding 
and full feeding.” The object of the 
preparation Is by repeated workings to 
make the soil so loose and mellow that 
the ling seeds will surely sprout and 
grow. As to seeding, The Rural says: 
Having given this perfect fitting of the 
ground, the next point of Mr. Clark’s 
system is to seed heavily to grass 
alone. The old idea was that grass re­
quired a nurse crop, such as rye or 
wheat. When grain and grass are 
sown together, a year is lost in getting 
a crop of hay, while the yield is cut 
down a t least one-half of what It might 
have been if the grass had been seeded 
alone. Mr. Clark sent5 us the grass cut 
from one square foot of ground. There 
were 341 separate plants. This means 
14,853,900 plants on an acre. Take a 
field seeded with grain, and after the 
grain has been cut you will find where 
every grain plant stood a bare spot as 
large as your hand or larger. Every 
one of these spots ought to contain 25 
or more grass plants If you are to have 
the average found in Mr. Clark’s field. 
Such a yield Is only possible when ev­
ery square Inch of the surface of the 
meadow has Its stand of grass. In or­
der to obtain this thick seeding Mr. 
Clark uses 14 quarts each of redtop 
and timothy and four quarts of red 
clover per acre.
This seeding is done in what many 
farmers would call a slow and tedious 
way. Only one kind of seed is sown- at 
a time, and in order to obtain a greater 
accuracy Mr. Clark sows the field twice 
over to each kind of seed. He uses 
two lines, which are pulled across the 
field, so that narrow strips of accurate 
size are seeded one at a time. For ex­
ample, seven quarts of timothy seed 
are divided accurately into 60 parts. 
The lines are drawn across the field di­
vided into spaces of two square rods. 
One part of the timothy seed will be
■ v n i n a n n «
tradì mamn Molarono
„Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good. Do Good, Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. lOo, 26c, 50o.
... CURE CONSTIPATION. ...
8 t .H I . i ,  H .m a d j C o .p .p j ,  C hlc .yo , llo n tren l. New T o r t .  SIS
NO-TOwRAG Sold and guaranteed by alldrug- n w  IU  D R v gists to CURE Tobacco Habit”
THE OLD STAND
Established - - 1875.
Choice Bread
AND
T II. HEN »REN,
B U T C H E R




Serves patrons in Collegeville, Trappe and 
"Vicinity every Wednesday and Saturday, and 
Areola, Oaks and Black Rock every Tues­
day and Friday.
No pains spared in serving customers with 
good qualities of any kind of meat desired 
at the right prices. Refrigerator wagon i 
service during the summer season.
50 Y EA R S ' 
EX P ER IEN C E
C a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 













If you are not a subscriber, 
join the INDEPENDENT’S 
large and interesting family of 
readers, and don’t postpone do­
ing a good thing.
The INDEPENDENT does 
not aim to publish a great quan­
tity of reading matter of an in­
different or trifling character.
Quality, not mere quantity, 
should be the first consideration 
of every well conducted news­
paper. The readers of the 
I N D E P E N D E N T  are its 
friends and they are true to the 
newspaper that has served 






To sell and want to sell it, ad­
vertise in the INDEPENDENT 
and you will sell it. Adver­
tising pays every time.
Real Estate, Personal Prop­
erty and Live Stock Sales, or 
Sales of any kind, advertised in 
the INDEPENDENT, are sure 
to attract bidders and buyers.
T r a d e  M a r k s  
D es ig n s  
C o p y r ig h t s  A c .
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain onr opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica­tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the
S cien tific  A m erican .
A handsomely Illustrated weekly, dilation of any scientific journal.




Or whatever Job Printing you 
may need from time to time, at 
the INDEPENDENT Office. 
We will try to serve you well 






im u m m u i
_______________ _____________ 3 JO I_________year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.MUNN & Co ̂361 Broadway, New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.
« « -T H E  ALBERTSON
T R U S T
—AND—
Safe D ep o sit Co.,
—OF-
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Directly opp. the Post Office and 
One Square from the Court House
The Trust Account» in the Al­
bertson Trust and $afe Deposit 
Company have grown threefold 
in the last three years. This Com­
pany carefully aud judiciously 
invests all Trust Funds in first 
mortgages on Montgomery County 
Real instate. Investments so 
made are entirely separate from 
the Company Funds, and each 
mortgage is properly ear-marked 
with the Estate to which It be­
longs. Charges moderate. At­
tention prompt.
WILLIAH F. SULLY,
Presid en t .
SAMUEL E. NICE,




Ffesh From the Factories, now  
on Exhibition at the
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Furniture W arerooms!
We are now prepared to offer 
onr enstomers goods at prices 
never before heard of,
Onr line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang­
ing from {12 to $50, are the best in the 
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suite in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and 
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to 
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid 
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the 
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers, 
Lounges, Concher, Hall Racks and Fancy 
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your 
attention, both In quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet 
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner 
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters, 
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets fs complete. Best 
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair 
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all hinds. We are sell­
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is 
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
promptly. All goods delivered free.
m  FURNISHING H
Undertaker *» Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention.
John Ji. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Prone  No. 18.
Samuel E. lowrey,
(Snccessor to Fox & Mowrey,)
I N  B U S IN E S S  T E N  T E A R S .
Work Done at Skort Notice. 
Estimates and Information
Cheerfully Given.
Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa. 
-*-COLLEGEVILLE<*
Carriage-i-Works!
R. H. GRATER, Prop r .
Have Now in {Stock : Corning: Elei>- 
tic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two 
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second­
hand Surrey.
All Hinds of Carriages
and Business Wagons*
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt 
and careful attention.
P A T E N T S ,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all 
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE 
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat­
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi­
ness direct, hence can transact patent busl 
ness in less time and at less cost than those 
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de­
scription. We advise If patentable or not, 
free of charge. Our fee not dne till patent 
Is secured. A book, “How to Obtain Pat­
ents,” with references to actual clients in 
your State, county, or town. Address 
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. G<
